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Abstract

Mobile technologies are increasingly being used to support students in outdoor learning activities. For instance, in a growing number of research projects, smartphones and positioning technologies are being used to support
students in exploring the natural environment. However, previous research
has identified challenges with the introduction of mobile technology into
outdoor lessons. One fundamental challenge is that interaction with mobile
technology in outdoor lessons may distract students from interacting with the
physical environment. In this thesis this challenge is approached from the
perspective of human-computer interaction, guided by the following research
question: How can we design, evaluate, and reflect on mobile technology for
interacting with the physical environment in outdoor lessons? The thesis
presents four design cases on outdoor geometry and biology lessons, which
act as probes for developing conceptual design tools. The design cases were
developed through a concept-driven design approach and evaluated on field
tests with primary school students. Future workshop and Interaction analysis
were the main methods used. The results of the field tests suggest that mobile technology needs to be designed to orientate students in their interaction
with the physical environment. In line with the concept-driven design approach, the thesis proposes three design tools. The design tools proposed are:
Design guidelines that are specific enough for guiding the design of mobile
technology for outdoor lessons, a Design model for designing and evaluating
mobile technology for outdoor lessons, and Design concepts for reflecting on
the placement of mobile technology in outdoor lessons. The design tools are
proposed as tools for researchers and designers to take the challenge of distraction into account in designing mobile technology for outdoor lessons.
Keywords: Human-Computer Interaction, Design Tools, Concept-Driven
Design, Mobile Learning, Design-Based Research (DBR), Outdoor Lessons,
Field Trips, Design Theory, Design Process, Distraction.

Sammanfattning

Mobilteknologi används allt oftare för att stödja elever i läraktiviteter utomhus. Till exempel, i ett växande antal forskningsprojekt, används mobiltelefoner och teknik för positionsbestämning som stöd för skolelever i att utforska naturen. Tidigare forskning har dock identifierat utmaningar med
införandet av mobilteknologi i utomhuslektioner. En av de huvudsakliga
utmaningarna är att interaktion med mobilteknologi i utomhuslektioner kan
distrahera eleverna från att interagera med den fysiska omgivningen. Den här
avhandlingen angriper den utmaningen ur ett människa-datorinteraktionsperspektiv, vägledd av följande frågeställning: Hur kan vi designa, utvärdera
och reflektera över mobilteknologi för att interagera med den fysiska omgivningen i utomhuslektioner? I avhandlingen presenteras fyra designinterventioner bestående av utomhuslektioner i geometri och biologi, som låg till
grund för att utveckla konceptuella designverktyg. Designverktygen utvecklades genom en koncept-driven designstrategi och utvärderades i fälttester
med skolelever. Framtidsverkstad och Interaktionsanalys var de huvudsakliga metoder som användes. Resultaten från fälttesterna visar att mobilteknologin behöver utformas så att den kan orientera eleverna i interaktionen
med den fysiska omgivningen. I linje med den koncept-drivna designstrategin, bidrar avhandlingen med tre designverktyg. De föreslagna designverktygen är: Designriktlinjer som är specifika nog för att vägleda utformningen
av mobilteknologi för utomhuslektioner, en Designmodell för att utforma
och utvärdera mobilteknologi för utomhuslektioner, och Designkoncept för
att reflektera över hur mobilteknologi placeras och används i utomhuslektioner. Designverktygen föreslås som verktyg för att forskare och designers, som vill designa mobilteknologi för utomhuslektioner, ska kunna möta
utmaningen i att mobilteknologin kan distrahera eleverna från att interagera
med den fysiska omgivningen.
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1 Introduction

Mobile technologies can be used to enrich those learning experiences that
take place outside the classroom. For instance, mobile devices present features that allow students to easily access, manipulate, and share information.
Moreover, they give students access to their own resources, apps, and the
Internet. The use of mobile technology also allows students to take photos
and record videos, and manipulate and share these when needed. Together
with positioning technologies, the use of mobile technology may also help
students to focus on learning about their surroundings, when the digital information is tied to a physical location. In this way mobile technologies present functionality that can be put in use to orientate the focus of students in
outdoor lessons.
In the last few decades, interest and awareness of outdoor learning as a
complement to traditional classroom teaching has been increasing in many
countries (Fägerstam, 2012). On a small scale, and for research purposes,
mobile technologies have been used in outdoor learning, such as field trips to
support students in exploring a physical environment. In these field trips the
mobile technologies have mostly been used for recording aspects of the environment while exploring it, for example for bird and butterfly watching
(Chen, Kao, Yu, & Sheu, 2004; Winters & Mor, 2009), visiting a botanical
garden (Naismith, Sharples, & Ting, 2005) or learning about woodland ecology (Vogel, Spikol, Kurti, & Milrad, 2010). Students have also used mobile
technologies as tools for discovering patterns from ecology in the environment they are visiting on a field trip, for example by using mobile technology to show “simple visualizations of dynamic processes in the woodland”
(Rogers et al., 2004, p. 5).
Meek, FitzGerald, Priestnall, and Sharples (2013) described field trips as
inherently time constrained and noted that mobile technology used for data
collection may reduce workload and thereby increase the opportunities for in
situ learning to occur. Rogers, Connelly, Hazlewood, and Tedesco (2010)
noted that compared to using a computer in a classroom, mobile technologies “tend to be used for short bursts of time […] to support foregrounded
physical activities […] in a particular environment” (p. 111–112). They gave
examples of using mobile technology for entering data or looking up information to support a scientific investigation on an ecological restoration site.
They argued that students might find it difficult to constantly switch between
1

having the mobile technology in the foreground and having the physical
activities in the foreground. The need for constant switches creates a challenge of how to design mobile technology to support physical activities in
outdoor lessons. That is, the challenge is to design mobile technology that is
only in the foreground when needed.
This thesis explores the design research process in the field of Technology-Enhanced Learning (TEL) from a Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)
perspective, and more specifically the design tools used for designing mobile
technology for outdoor lessons. The outdoor lessons supported by mobile
technology designed and studied in this thesis functioned as probes for developing design tools, rather than being aimed at improving certain mobile
technology for outdoor lessons or improving educational practices.
The thesis takes a design-based research approach (A. L. Brown, 1992;
Collins, 1992; Design-Based Research Collective, 2003) as a point of departure for studying TEL, and focuses on elaborating design tools for researchers and designers wanting to design mobile technology for outdoor lessons.
More recent contributions to a design research process for TEL are a cyclic process and methods for designing mathematics applications for classroom use (Mor, 2010a), and a framework for supporting the design processes
and promoting innovative mobile and ubiquitous technology inside and outside the classroom (Spikol, 2010). These are contributions on a high abstraction level, in the form of methods and a framework. Another recent contribution is a software development toolkit for mobile applications in outdoor
lessons (Lonsdale, 2011). This is a contribution on a concrete level, as a
development toolkit in the form of a software implementation.
Where TEL design tools (Mor, 2010a) and software development tools
(Lonsdale, 2011) have been suggested, there is still a need for design tools
focused specifically on HCI for TEL. There are many design tools available
for HCI practice and research, however they need to be adapted to and empirically evaluated for TEL and mobile learning (Spikol, 2010). This is also
why this thesis aims to develop design tools rather than to develop innovative mobile technology. Furthermore this thesis contributes to the TEL research field with theoretical grounding for HCI decisions made in designing
these mobile technologies.

1.1

Research problem

Rogers and Price (2009) suggested three main challenges in designing mobile technology for outdoor lessons: information overload, mobile technology constraining student collaboration, and mobile technology as a distraction. Information overload becomes a challenge when too much or untimely
information is presented by the mobile technology. Mobile technology that is
constraining student collaboration becomes a challenge when students have
2

all information they need from their personal mobile device and see no reason to collaborate. Mobile technology as a distraction becomes a challenge
when students find it difficult or are unable to cope with the demands of
switching between having the mobile technology in the foreground and having the physical activity in the foreground. This challenge is accentuated
when the interaction of students with the physical environment is the main
reason for being outdoors. Examples of this challenge are when students are
meant to interact with tree species as part of an outdoor lesson, and instead
they interact with the mobile technology in the foreground, or the other way
around when students are intended to interact with the mobile technology
and are instead interacting with a tree species in the foreground.
The demand for students to constantly switch between the mobile technology in the foreground and the physical activity in the foreground have
been described by others in previous research. An article reviewing 102 mobile learning projects (Frohberg, Göth, & Schwabe, 2009) reported that
roughly one third of mobile learning research projects strive to move learning away from the classroom to more natural environments. Furthermore the
authors noted that there is “very little work which discusses the placement of
mobile tools as means of control” (p. 318) and that “[v]ery few Mobile
Learning projects with physical context explicitly considered, positioned or
focused the usage of mobile technology as instruments to gain transparency
and steer flexible learning activities there” (p. 318). It is notable that designing mobile technology to support, rather than distract, students in interacting
with the physical environment is seldom questioned or understood as a main
research problem (Göth, Frohberg, & Schwabe, 2006).
The problem of how to design mobile technology for interacting with the
physical environment in outdoor lessons is the research problem approached
in this thesis. This problem can be understood from diverse disciplines and
research perspectives. As a broad characterisation, a computer science perspective could for instance be to design innovative technology for probing
the environment based on augmented reality or other modalities than vision,
such as audio or tactile feedback. From the perspective of design science in
information systems research, the approach could for instance be to create
multiple designs in order to compare them on the scale of efficiency. An
educational technology, or TEL approach, could focus on creating multiple
designs to compare them on a scale of learning quality or learning performance. A social science approach could focus on observing and interviewing
students and teachers to understand and describe the problem. Interaction
design as an approach could focus on designing mobile technology to improve a use situation. A HCI research approach could be to develop tools for
guiding the design process. This thesis adopts the latter approach, which is
aimed at developing tools for guiding the design process.
Design research in HCI use tools for guiding the design process such as
tools for design (e.g. graphical user interface guidelines) and evaluation (e.g.
3

checklists) of interactive systems, and reflection (e.g. prototypes) in and on
the design process. The research field of TEL offer tools for guiding the
design of technology for learning. Some of these tools may also be used for
designing mobile technology for outdoor lessons, however this thesis aims at
contributing with HCI tools for designing, evaluating, and reflecting on mobile technology for interacting with the physical environment in outdoor
lessons.

1.1.1 Research goal
The research goals of this thesis are (1) to conceptualise ‘interaction with
mobile technology for outdoor lessons’ and (2) to develop HCI tools for
designing, evaluating, and reflecting on mobile technology for interacting
with the physical environment in outdoor lessons.

1.2

Research question

The research question guiding the design research process has been: How
can we design, evaluate, and reflect on mobile technology for interacting
with the physical environment in outdoor lessons from an HCI perspective?
This research question can be reformulated into three separate research questions (RQ1–RQ3):
RQ1: How can we design mobile technology for interacting with the physical
environment in outdoor lessons from an HCI perspective?
RQ2: How can we evaluate mobile technology for interacting with the physical environment in outdoor lessons from an HCI perspective?
RQ3: How can we reflect on mobile technology for interacting with the
physical environment in outdoor lessons from an HCI perspective?

1.2.1 Working definitions
The research questions adopt the concept of mobile technology to mean mobile devices, such as mobile phones or smartphones and technologies for
connecting digital information presented on mobile devices to physical locations or physical objects, e.g. with QR codes (physical 2D barcodes that
activate some functionality on a mobile device when scanned with the camera). The mobile technology is designed to present specific functionality,
through for example an app, relevant for one or more specific outdoor lesson.
The concept of mobile technology is adopted in the thesis as a lens to focus the research questions. This thesis uses technology already available in
schools and is aimed at design for sustainable outdoor lessons. Because of
this, the concept of mobile technology is chosen before the rivalling con4

cepts of ambient technology or ubiquitous technology (as for example used
by Spikol (2010)).
In this thesis an outdoor lesson has the following characteristics: (1) the
tasks and technology are introduced to the students, (2) students work in
groups of two or three, (3) they are guided through a sequence of tasks on
their mobile devices, (4) there are roles for students and teachers, (5) the
lessons are between 30–45 minutes long and followed by a teacher-led indoor part.
The concept of an outdoor lesson is chosen before the concept of field
trip, which might be more familiar. In this thesis a field trip is a special type
of outdoor lesson, where the environment plays a crucial role, for example a
field trip to a unique bird habitat. In this way, an outdoor lesson may be designed to learn about some characteristics of the environment, however it
may also be designed around some concept in mathematics, such as ‘rectangle’. In this way, the environment is used as an application area, where rectangles may be demonstrated both on grass fields, football fields, and parking lots.

1.2.2 Audience
The audience of this thesis is researchers and designers, who wish to use
mobile technology in outdoor lessons, and where the teachers rather than
researchers or designers remain responsible for the learning design aspects
of the design of the mobile technology and the outdoor lessons.

1.3

Research approach

The process of designing mobile technology for interacting with the physical
environment in outdoor lessons draws on the idea of design cycles, design
methods, and design tools issued from the research areas of HCI and TEL. A
particular focus is placed on the interaction. Interaction here is primarily
understood as the relation between students and the mobile technology, including connections to the physical environment with positioning technology. This relation can be of at least three types; direct interaction with the
system, interaction with some material (e.g. a photo) through the system, or
interaction with someone else or the environment using that material
(Arvola, 2004). Of particular interest here, from a perspective of design research in HCI, is to understand and describe the process of designing mobile
technologies for interacting with the physical environment (directly or indirectly) in outdoor lessons. As the context is formal learning following the
school curriculum, the design research process is not limited to mobile technologies, but it also takes into account learning tasks, introductory and follow-up activities, and roles for students and teachers.
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Design research in the field of HCI is often presented as a process that works
in cycles to systematically refine the interactive technology and the design
process itself. Through the process, interactive new technology, new design
methods, and new design tools are created. In a very simplified version each
cycle ends in an evaluation, after which a new cycle is initiated. This cyclic
process comes to an end when no more (major) issues are identified in the
evaluation phase. At this point the design research process is over and the
interactive system can be deployed and continually redesigned in use and the
study results can be disseminated. Design methods and design tools guide
the design research process.

1.3.1 Design research process
Based on a design research process and in collaboration with a local primary
school, four design cases (see Figure 1) of outdoor lessons, with one design
cycle per year, were developed as the empirical basis for the thesis. Each
design cycle corresponds to one cycle in the methodological framework suggested by Mor (2010b). The design methods used in this thesis are brainstorming, future workshop, paper prototyping, and digital prototyping. The
tools developed for guiding the design research process are Design guidelines, Design models, and Design concepts, further described in chapter 6.
The first two design cases were framed within a project on geometry and
the last two design cases within a project on biology. Geometry and biology
were chosen because the physical environment outdoors can work as a resource in these school subjects. The reason for changing subject areas was
that the added value of being outdoors is more apparent in biology lessons
than in geometry lessons. The main arguments for being outdoors in the
geometry lesson were the situated and embodied aspects of experiencing the
length and area of a grass field. The main argument for being outdoors in the
biology lesson was, more simply, that the outdoors is where the tree species
about which the students were to learn were to be found.
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Figure 1: Design research process (*: introduction was not part of the design case 1
and indoor activity was not part of the design case 2, **: Concepts were first introduced in design case 4).

All four of the design cases were collaboratively developed together with
teachers and students in developing and refining mobile technology for outdoor lessons. In design case 1 on geometry, an outdoor lesson and an indoor
lesson was designed. From the evaluation of the students’ interaction with
the mobile technology in the outdoor lesson, a set of guidelines for designing
mobile technology for outdoor lessons was suggested. These guidelines were
used in the design of design case 2 on geometry, and the guidelines were
refined as a result of the evaluation of design case 2. In design case 3 the
refined guidelines were used for designing a biology lesson. Based on the
evaluation of design case 3 a Design model for evaluating mobile technology
for outdoor lessons was suggested. This model was later used in designing
and evaluating design case 4 on biology. Finally, the model itself was evaluated and an interpretation of the model in terms of a set of Design concepts
for reflecting on mobile technology for outdoor lessons was presented in
design case 4.
The role of the design research process in the thesis work was to develop
mobile technology for outdoor lessons, in the form of four design cases. In
line with Fällman (2003, 2007), the design cases are considered as means to
achieving the research goals. The design cases are means to “see things that
otherwise cannot be seen” (Redström, 2008) about how students use mobile
technology for interacting with the physical environment in outdoor lessons.
This means that a successful design case is one that makes it possible to
probe mobile technology in outdoor lessons rather than a design case that
improves a certain mobile technology for outdoor lessons. In this way the
first research goal of the thesis, to conceptualise ‘interaction with mobile
technology for outdoor lessons’, makes a contribution to the theory around
the concept of ‘interaction’ (Stolterman & Wiberg, 2010), rather than to
enhance any particular outdoor lesson. Following this, the second research
7

goal of the thesis is to develop tools for designing mobile technology for
outdoor lessons and not to answer questions about learning quality or learning performance.
How technology is used in mobile learning projects depends largely on
the understanding of the mobility of that specific project (Frohberg, 2008).
With an understanding among researchers and designers that the technology
is mobile comes designs focused on designing for small screens, as for example systems where mobile technologies are used for content delivery. In
this category there are projects where technology is used as a tutor or as a
teaching aid rather than as a learning tool (Ross, Morrison, & Lowther,
2010). With an understanding that the students are mobile, for example in a
physical environment, comes designs focused on students’ interaction in and
between physical and digital environments. The design cases reported in this
thesis are based on the understanding that students are mobile in outdoor
environments. This is in line with what has been proposed by Roschelle
(2003), for instance that designing mobile technology as learning tools
means designing for learning activities or students to be in control in the
outdoor lessons rather than for the mobile technology to be in control. This
understanding guides researchers and designers in designing mobile technology to support students in exploring the environment they are visiting. Expressed more formally, the design cases should support students in exploring
the physical environment outdoors and use mobile technology as tools for
discovering patterns from geometry and ecology in the environment they are
visiting.
Through the design cycles, in which the four design cases on mobile
technology for outdoor lessons were created, the thesis contributes with tools
for designing technology for interacting with the physical environment in
outdoor lessons. The contributions of my licentiate thesis (Eliasson, 2010)
were the result of explorative research, aimed at describing mobile technology as a distraction in outdoor lessons and from this description developing
design guidelines. The contributions of this doctoral thesis are the result of
confirmative research, concerned with evaluating the Design guidelines and
designing and evaluating additional design tools. In this way the research has
progressed from being explorative, about defining a research problem relevant to mobile technology for outdoor lessons and suggesting possible solutions, to confirmative, concerning the testing and evaluation of the different
solutions and proposing design tools.

1.4

Ethical considerations

In all four design cases the students were given mobile devices to use in the
outdoor lessons. Due to this, potential privacy issues regarding teachers and
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researchers having access to students’ private data was avoided as far as
possible.
With respect to the students being underaged, a letter of consent was
completed by their parents at the beginning of each of the design cases 1–4.
The letter stated that pictures, video, audio, and other data collected in design cases 1–4 would only be used for research purposes. The students could
also choose not to participate or withdraw at any time without needing to
explain why. Teachers in the field stayed sensitive to signs of the students
not wanting to participate in the activities, which was not an issue. The letter
of consent can be found in Appendix I: Letter of consent (translated from
Swedish).

1.5

Publications

This is a compilation thesis, which includes five papers. The papers are referred to as Papers I–V throughout the thesis. Papers I and II report on design cases 1 and 2. Papers III and IV report on design case 3, and Paper V
reports on design case 4. Figure 2 shows the relation between the papers and
the design research process.
Design cases 1 and 2 were developed together with a research group at
Växjö University (now Linnaeus University), Sweden. The research group at
Stockholm University developed design cases 3 and 4. It is worth mentioning that the four design cases presented here have also been presented in
other thesis, for example Spikol (2010) presented design case 1 from the
perspective of process support for interaction design, Nouri (2011) presented
design cases 1 and 2 from the perspective of pedagogical scaffolding in TEL,
and Gil de la Iglesia (2012), presented design cased 1 and 2 from the perspective of software architecture in computer science.
This PhD thesis builds on the licentiate thesis: “Interaction Design for
Mobile Learners: Design Guidelines for Location-Based and Contextual
Learning Supported by Mobile Devices” (Eliasson, 2010) in which the Design guidelines were developed. In this PhD thesis the Design guidelines are
refined and a Design model and Design concepts are developed. These additions build on the Design guidelines and the two new design cases: design
cases 3 and 4.
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Figure 2: Papers included in the thesis placed in relation to the design research
process.

1.5.1 Included papers
Paper I
Eliasson, J., Cerratto Pargman, T., Nouri, J., Spikol, D., & Ramberg, R.
(2011). Mobile devices as support rather than distraction for mobile
learners: evaluating guidelines for design. International Journal of
Mobile and Blended Learning: Special Issue, 3(2), 1-15.
This paper questions how mobile technologies are introduced in outdoor
lessons. There is a problem when mobile devices distract students from interacting with the environment or other students. The paper approaches this
problem from the perspective of design research in HCI. Two outdoor lessons, design cases 1 and 2, are designed and analysed using interaction analysis (Jordan & Henderson, 1995) and the task model (Sharples, Taylor, &
Vavoula, 2007). The result of the analysis is reported in the form of six Design guidelines for designing outdoor lessons where mobile technology encourages students to interact with the physical environment.
This paper contributes to answering the first research question (RQ1) of
how to design mobile technology for outdoor lessons, by suggesting the
Design guidelines.
My contribution to this paper was the review of related work, leading the
research project of design case 2, 50% of the interaction analysis, 95% of the
task model analysis, and leading of the writing process on both the original
paper and the journal version.
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Paper II
Eliasson, J., & Ramberg, R. (2012). Design guidelines for location-based
and contextual learning supported by mobile devices. International
Journal of Handheld Computing Research: Special Issue, 3(2), 2643.
This paper has an overlap with Paper I in that this paper also moves from the
problem of mobile technology as a distraction to the six guidelines for design. However, in this paper the Design guidelines are analysed by using an
interaction model suggested by Buxton (1995). The model represents mobile
technology interaction as one of four different modes of human interaction
with technology. This analysis is performed to show how each guideline is
intended to change the interaction of the students with the mobile technology. The result is six guidelines and a translation of each of them into Buxton’s model.
This paper contributes to answering the first research question (RQ1) of
how to design mobile technology for outdoor lessons, by evaluating the Design guidelines.
My contribution to this paper was the review of related work, leading the
research project of design case 2, 50% of the interaction analysis, 95% of the
analysis using Buxton’s model, and of leading the writing process.
Paper III
Eliasson, J., Knutsson, O., Nouri, J., Karlsson, O., Ramberg, R., & Cerratto
Pargman, T. (2012). Evaluating interaction with mobile devices in
mobile inquiry-based learning. Proceedings of the 2012 IEEE Seventh International Conference on Wireless, Mobile and Ubiquitous
Technology in Education (WMUTE 2012), Takamatsu, Japan, March
27-30, 2012, 92-96.
This paper investigates the extent to which students are interacting in the
manner intended in the design of the mobile technology. The measurement is
performed by use of the interaction model introduced in Paper II for evaluation. In discussing the evaluation, it is noted that some interactions are not
explicitly covered by Buxton’s model. To solve this problem an extension of
the interaction model is suggested. The extended Buxton model, called the
Design model, also includes contextual interaction with mobile technology.
This paper contributes to answering the second research question (RQ2)
of how to evaluate mobile technology for outdoor lessons, by suggesting the
Design model.
My contribution to this paper was the review of related work, 95% of the
video analysis, and leading of the writing process.
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Paper IV
Eliasson, J., & Knutsson, O. (2012). Six ways of interacting with mobile
devices in mobile inquiry-based learning. Proceedings of the IADIS
International Conference Mobile Learning 2012 (mLearning 2012),
Berlin, Germany, March 11-13, 2012, 67-74.
This paper reports on design case 3. The paper evaluates the Design model
suggested in Paper III alongside empirical data. The evaluation is based on
activity-based communication analysis. In the analysis, all six methods of
interacting with technology, as suggested by the extended Design model, are
identified in the video-data from the outdoor lesson (designed in design case
3). As the evaluation is successful, the paper also evaluates the idea behind
the Design model on a conceptual level.
This paper contributes to answering the second research question (RQ2)
of how to evaluate mobile technology for outdoor lessons, by evaluating the
Design model.
My contribution to this paper was the review of related work, 100% of the
video analysis, and leading of the writing process.
Paper V
Eliasson, J., Knutsson, O., Ramberg, R., & Cerratto Pargman, T. (2013).
Using smartphones and QR codes for supporting students in exploring tree species. Proceedings of the 8th European Conference on
Technology Enhanced Learning (EC-TEL 2013), Paphos, Cyprus,
September 17-21, 2013, 8095, 436-441.
This paper reports on design case 4. It investigates mobile orientation with
mobile technology in an outdoor lesson. It presents a design based on the
Design model and compares it to a design not based on the Design model.
The paper compares the identification of trees by students under two conditions; one with QR codes and one without QR codes. The results show that
students made use of the instrument for identification, the QR codes, for
identifying tree species and made use of the text descriptions for searching
for tree species. The paper also suggests a translation of the Design model
into Design concepts.
This paper contributes to answering the third research question (RQ3) of
how to reflect on mobile technology for outdoor lessons, by suggesting three
Design concepts.
My contribution to this paper was the review of related work, 50% of designing the two conditions, leading the research project of design case 4,
100% of the video analysis, and leading of the writing process.
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1.5.2 Other publications
Apart from the five papers included in the thesis, the following publications,
for which I have been author or co-author, have been published within the
collaborations and project work:
Eliasson, J., (2013) Using interaction design methods for learning design. Position paper presented at the Workshop on Teacher-led Inquiry and Learning Design: The Virtuous Circle at ARV 2013 (Alpine Rendez-Vous 2013), Villard-de-Lans, Vercors, France.
Nouri, J., Cerratto Pargman, T., Eliasson, J., & Ramberg, R. (2011). Exploring the challenges of supporting collaborative mobile learning. International Journal of Mobile and Blended Learning, 3(4), 54-69.
Rutz, F., Eliasson, J., Ramberg, R., & Nouri, J. (2011). Evaluating the
amount of audio recorders needed in an M-Tel study. Proceedings of
the IADIS International Conference Mobile Learning 2011, Avila,
Spain.
Eliasson, J., Nouri, J., Ramberg, R., & Cerratto Pargman, T. (2010). Design
heuristics for balancing visual focus on devices in formal mobile
learning activities. Proceedings of the 9th International Conference
on Mobile Learning, mLearn 2010, mLearn 2010, Valletta, Malta.
Nouri, J., Eliasson, J., Rutz, F., Ramberg, R., & Cerratto Pargman, T.
(2010). An activity theory analysis of collaboration in a mobile
learning activity. Proceedings of the 9th International Conference
on Mobile Learning, mLearn 2010, Valletta, Malta.
Nouri, J., Eliasson, J., Rutz, F., & Ramberg, R. (2010). Exploring mediums
of pedagogical support in an across contexts mobile learning activity. Proceedings of the 5th European Conference on Technology Enhanced Learning, EC-TEL 2010, Barcelona, Spain.
Spikol, D., & Eliasson, J. (2010). Lessons from designing geometry learning
activities that combine mobile and 3D tools. Proceedings of the
IEEE International Conference on Wireless, Mobile and Ubiquitous
Technologies in Education (WMUTE 2010).
Eliasson, J., Spikol, D., Cerratto Pargman, T., & Ramberg, R. (2010). Get
the bees away from the hive: balancing visual focus on devices in
mobile learning. Proceedings of the IADIS International Conference
Mobile Learning 2010, Porto, Portugal.

1.6

Research contributions

The contributions of this thesis are: (1) a critical review of research on mobile technology in outdoor lessons; (2) a conceptualisation of interaction
with mobile technology for outdoor lessons; and (3) conceptual tools to be
used in designing, evaluating, and reflecting on mobile technology for inter13

acting with the physical environment in outdoor lessons. The Design guidelines are tools for guiding the design of mobile technology for outdoor lessons. They are intended to be concrete enough to be useful for choosing between different design alternatives or for deciding which technology to use.
The Design model can be used as a research instrument for evaluating an
outdoor lesson. It is useful for example when conducting video analysis of
students interacting with mobile technology in outdoor lessons. The Design
model can be used to identify the learning tasks in which the mobile technology is distracting students from the content and contexts relevant for the
learning goals. The Design concepts are primarily tools for discussing and
reflecting on the placement and roles of mobile technology in the outdoor
lesson being designed or evaluated. The Design concepts can be used with
researchers, designers, teachers, and students in designing an outdoor lesson.
In this sense the Design concepts can be useful for translating learning goals
into learning tasks, and further into intended interaction within these tasks.
The Design concepts can also be useful in the evaluation of an outdoor lesson for understanding which types of interactions were prominent for the
different learning tasks and for understanding which tasks need to be redesigned and how to redesign them.

1.7

Thesis structure

The structure of this thesis is: chapter 1 gives an introduction to the thesis.
Chapter 2 gives an overview of previous research on mobile technology for
outdoor lessons on geometry and biology. Chapter 2 also presents research
reporting on the problem of mobile technology as a distraction. In chapter 3
the theoretical framework is presented. In this chapter the concept of interaction is elaborated in relation to technology, mobile technology, and mobile
technology for learning, specifically for outdoor lessons. In chapter 4 the
design research process, design methods, mobile technology, data collection
and analysis methods are described. Chapter 5 describes the four design cases. The results and analysis are described in chapter 6. The three types of
contributions in the thesis, rather than the four studies, structure this chapter.
Chapter 7 discusses the findings. Chapter 8 identifies future work. Chapter 9
gives concluding remarks on the whole thesis. The five research papers are
also included.
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2 Background

This chapter gives an overview of previous research projects investigating
the use of mobile technology in the school subjects of geometry and biology.
The projects presented are similar to the empirical design cases presented in
this thesis. In particular, the previous projects chosen are described in terms
of their research foci, research problem, and findings.
The criteria used for choosing similar projects to the projects that constitute the empirical basis of this thesis was that they were conducted as outdoor lessons, with mobile technology as tools in a context of inquiry learning
with primary school students who were working in groups.
The overview of outdoor geometry and biology lessons is followed by a
presentation of mobile learning projects, where the problem of mobile technology as a distraction has been reported in research publications.

2.1

Mobile technology for outdoor geometry lessons

Design cases 1 and 2 (GeM and MULLE, presented in Papers I and II) in the
thesis are related to the projects MobiMaths (Tangney et al., 2010) and MobileMath (Wijers, Jonker, & Drijvers, 2010). These projects are described
together as they have many features in common (Table 1).

2.1.1 MobiMaths
The MobiMaths project (Tangney, et al., 2010) investigated how mobile
technology could support collaboration and contextualised learning. Twentyfour Irish “second level students” (p. 14) used the MobiMaths app to measure the height of school buildings and other structures. The app measured the
angle at which the mobile device was held, and this angle could be used to
calculate the height. The evaluation of the MobiMaths project focused on
learning effects by measuring the students’ opinions of the mobile technology. The results reported were that the students were positive towards the
mobile technology.

2.1.2 MobileMath
The MobileMath project (Wijers, et al., 2010) investigated whether the mobile technology “provides opportunities for engaging in mathematical activities”. Sixty Dutch students (aged 12–14) used mobile technology to play a
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GPS-based geometry game. The game was played in an urban environment
where the task was to draw rectangular shapes on the ground by visiting all
four corners. The evaluation of the MobileMath project focused on motivational aspects. The results indicated that the students were highly motivated
and enjoyed playing the game.

2.1.3 GeM and MULLE
Design cases 1 and 2 in this thesis, called GeM and MULLE (Papers I and
II), investigated how mobile technology could support students in measuring
and calculating volumes and areas in the field. Six plus an additional six
students (aged 10–11) used the mobile software application to measure the
distance between two mobile devices using GPS, and used this measurement
to calculate the volume of a building or the area of a field. Apart from measuring, the mobile devices presented students with tasks based on where they
were located and where they were in the task structure. The mobile devices
were also used for submitting answers, displaying clues, and providing feedback. The results were reported as Design guidelines1.
Table 1: Projects using mobile technology in outdoor geometry lessons.
Project

Task

Age

Mobile devices
per group size

Role of mobile
devices

Mobi
Maths

Calculate height
of buildings

2nd
level

One per group of
four students

Measure angle

Mobile
Math

Create rectangles

12–14

One per group of
two students

Capture areas on a
map

GeM

Calculate volume

10–11

One per group of
three students

Measure distance,
task structure, give
feedback and clues

MULLE

Create areas

10–11

Two per group of
three students

Measure distance,
task structure, give
feedback and clues

2.1.4 Similarities and differences between mobile technologies
for outdoor geometry lessons
MobiMaths was similar to GeM as it used mobile devices to measure the
height of buildings. It was different to GeM in the method employed and in
that its evaluation focused on the attitude towards the app and mobile devic1

Note that the Design guidelines are the HCI-oriented results from the multidisciplinary GeM
and MULLE projects, which also had other outcomes.
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es. MobileMath was similar to MULLE in that the task was for students to
construct squares and rectangles in the field. It was different to MULLE in
that it was a learning game and that the evaluation focused on student motivation. Also, both projects were different to GeM and MULLE in that none
of them focused on any difficulties in switching between interacting with
mobile technology in the foreground and interacting with the physical environment in the foreground. The evaluations of learning effects were different
to the evaluations of technology as a distraction, both in terms of what kind
of data was collected and what the evaluations were designed to measure.

2.2

Mobile technology for outdoor biology lessons

Design cases 3 and 4 (mVisible 1 and 2 in Papers III–V) of the thesis share
similarities with the projects Ambient Wood (Rogers & Price, 2008; Rogers,
et al., 2004), Bird and Butterfly Watching and Identification (Chen, Kao, &
Sheu, 2003; Chen, et al., 2004), and Plant Identification (Huang, Lin, &
Cheng, 2010). The projects are described together as they have many features in common (Table 2, p. 19).

2.2.1 Ambient Wood
The Ambient Wood project (Rogers & Price, 2008; Rogers, et al., 2004)
investigated how mobile technology could support collaborative scientific
inquiry on a field trip. Forty British students (aged 11–12) used mobile technology that triggered the presentation of information in a physical environment augmented with digital abstractions. The students could also use the
mobile technology for measuring e.g. moist and light levels and for listening
to a sound representing photosynthesis.
The Ambient Wood project reported on the effects of the mobile technology on student collaboration. The mobile technology was found to support
collaborative learning in that the students used the mobile technology in, for
example, observing, discussing, and explaining. The students continuously
switched between using different mobile tools, exploring the wood, talking
to each other or the facilitator, and generating hypotheses about the field trip
environment.

2.2.2 Bird and Butterfly Watching and Identification
The Bird and Butterfly Watching and Identification projects (Chen, et al.,
2003; Chen, et al., 2004) investigated how mobile technology could support
students in learning how to identify birds and butterflies. Forty-three plus an
additional twelve Taiwanese students (aged 9–11) compared pictures of
birds and butterflies taken in the field to bird and butterfly features, such as
colour and size, from a database presented on mobile devices. The students
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thereby filtered out a smaller set of birds or butterflies to identify the species
in their picture.
The evaluation of the Bird and Butterfly Watching and Identification projects were focused on the learning effects of the mobile technology. The
students performed well in post-testing, even when the feature-based filtering was gradually removed. A control group used a guidebook instead of the
mobile technology. This group performed worse in the post-test.

2.2.3 Plant Identification
The Plant Identification project (Huang, et al., 2010) investigated how mobile technology could support students in learning to identify plants. Sixteen
Taiwanese students (average age of 11) used the mobile technology to filter
out plants from a database based on the shapes and colours of the leaves. The
filtering was done either manually, by choosing the features of the current
leaf, or semi-automatically by conducting coarse filtering using the camera
and image recognition.
The evaluation of the Plant Identification project focused on comparing
learning effects, where a control group used a guidebook instead of the mobile technology. The group using the mobile technology performed better in
the post-test.

2.2.4 mVisible 1 and 2
The thesis design cases 3 and 4, called mVisible 1 and 2 (Papers III–V),
investigated how mobile technology could support students in identifying
plant and tree species and determining forest types. Two classes of 21 and 24
students (aged 10–11) used mobile technology to identify trees by scanning
QR codes placed on the stems of the trees. The students used the QR codes
for orientation. Based on a text description on the mobile devices the students also took photos of specific characteristics of each species. They also
made a video commenting on the reasons for why the forest type visited was
growing in this specific region. A stationary larger screen had a pie chart for
entering the number of trees and calculating the distribution of different tree
species. The results were reported as a Design model and Design concepts.

2.2.5 Similarities and differences between mobile technologies
for outdoor biology lessons
The three projects described in 2.2.1–2.2.3 are in many respects similar to
mVisible 1 and 2, however there are a few essential differences. All three
projects are similar in that the primary school students used mobile technology in outdoor learning on biology. The Bird and Butterfly Watching and
Identification projects (Chen, et al., 2003; Chen, et al., 2004) and the Plant
Identification project (Huang, et al., 2010) are similar in that the students
used cameras in identifying species. These projects are however different in
that they were more teacher-controlled than the outdoor lessons of mVisible
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1 and 2. The Plant Identification project (Huang, et al., 2010) had the same
task as mVisible 1 and 2, however it did not focus on how mobile technology may be distracting, although the authors note that “many students indicated that they encountered difficulties in using the [mobile technology]”.
Ambient Wood is similar to the projects of this thesis in that they were
concerned with mobile technology as a distraction: “A potential problem of
using mobile devices during learning activities is that they can be distracting
to those holding them.” (Rogers & Price, 2008, p. 212). The main difference
is that their interest in this problem was on how mobile technology was distracting students from collaborating with each other, while the main interest
of this thesis was on how mobile technology was distracting students from
interacting with the environment.
Table 2: Projects using mobile technology in outdoor biology lessons.
Project

Task

Age

Mobile devices
per group size

Role of mobile
devices

Ambient
Wood

Identify habitat
distributions and
interdependencies

11–12

A variety of mobile and stationary
devices per group
of two students

Custom made
mobile tools

Bird &
Butterfly

Identify birds and
butterflies

9–11

One per group of
two students

Take photo,
identify species

Plant
Identification

Identify species of
plants

11 (avg.)

One per group of
two students

Take photo,
identify species

mVisible
1 and 2

Identify tree species, distribution,
and forest type

10–11

One per student,
one stationary
device per group
of three students

Take photo,
identify species,
task structure

2.3

Mobile technology as a distraction

The problem of mobile technology as a distraction can be understood, for
example, in the difficulty or inability of students to cope with the demands
of switching between having the mobile technology in the foreground and
having the physical activity in the foreground, with the mobile technology in
the background (Rogers, et al., 2010). In the research field of HCI, there
have been a number of projects studying the problem of interacting with
mobile technology while on the move. These studies are commonly built on
two assumptions: namely that the problem lies in how to match cognitive
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capacities (like cognitive load and short term memory) to those capacities
required to interact with the mobile technology, or that the solution to the
problem is to be found in the design of the user interface of the smartphone,
through ‘minimal attention’ interfaces or making use of other modalities and
thus not solely relying on vision (Lumsden & Brewster, 2003; Oulasvirta,
Tamminen, Roto, & Kuorelahti, 2005; Pascoe, Ryan, & Morse, 2000).
Interaction with mobile technology has also been studied in the research
field of TEL. Referring to a review of 102 research projects in mobile learning (Frohberg, et al., 2009), Göth (2009) argued that among the 38 projects
where the learning activities used the physical environment, mobile technology was too dominating in 28 of them (70%). In these projects the mobile
technology required continuous attention and interaction from the students,
leading them to focus more on the mobile technology than intended.
Cole and Stanton (2003) compared the projects they had been contributing to; KidStory, Hunting the Snark, and Ambient Wood, and reported that
the students had problems focusing on anything else but the mobile technology. Their analysis showed that the problem was that the mobile technology
was displaying a continuous flow of information and their solution was to
deliver information only occasionally.
Hsi (2003) reported from observations on a mobile museum guide that
there is a risk that the learning opportunities offered by the physical space
are turned into “… ‘heads-down’ one-way transmission of information via a
tiny display” (p. 317). The proposed solution was careful instructional design to take advantage of learners’ mobility, the social setting, and the surroundings.
In the Caerus project (Naismith, et al., 2005), the focus on the mobile
tourist guide was reported to be a problem, with “a large amount of ‘headsdown’ interaction”. Rethinking implementation and investigating both technical and non-technical navigational aids were the possible solutions discussed.
Göth et al. (2006) reported on a campus guide called the MobileGame
that: “In the current version of the MobileGame the focus of the players is
permanently on the device” (p. 159). They suggested the following five solutions: plan for discontinuous usage, plan for focus switches, only use technologies if it brings added value, do not use animations when the player is
not focusing on the application, and reduce features as much as possible.
Reporting on a field trial of an Augmented Reality interface called the
MapLens, Morrison et al. (2009) stated that “As a general overview, it becomes clear [...] that MapLens users concentrated more on the interface, but
not the environment around them” (p. 1897). There was no solution offered
in the published paper.
In these previous projects there were differences in the subject area, learning activity, learning goals, and how explicit the learning goals were. What
they all have in common though is that they noted that the mobile technolo20

gy was used in a way that was not intended. However, with one exception
the solutions were not elaborated beyond reporting that there was a problem.
In the only exception (Göth & Schwabe, 2010) the suggested solutions were
not implemented or evaluated. This means that there is a need for further
research in this area. If the goal is to provide students with mobile technology in their outdoor lessons, the issue of mobile technology as a distraction
needs to be further investigated.
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3 Theoretical approach

This chapter conceptualises interaction with mobile technology for outdoor
lessons. It does so by describing interaction with technology in a broad scale,
zooming in on interaction with mobile technology, and finally focusing on
interaction with mobile technology for outdoor lessons.

3.1

Interaction with technology

Arvola (2004) suggested that the design goal of an interactive system should
not only be the interactive system and the interaction with the system, but
“also the interaction with some material through the interactive system, and
the use of that material in communication and interaction with the world and
with other people” (p. 22). In this sense, Arvola suggested three design goals
that are identified in terms of interaction with, through, and by means of the
interactive system. Arvola exemplified with a diagram of two people communicating (Figure 3). For example, when designing mobile technology for
outdoor lessons the designer does not only design the user interface of the
camera functionality, but also designs how to take pictures with the mobile
device and how the pictures can be used with other technology for manipulation and viewing.

3
2
1

Figure 3: Design object of interaction design, interacting with (1), through (2) and,
by means of (3) the interactive system, in sociable use (Arvola, 2004).

In this diagram the person on the left is interacting with a mobile device (1),
interacting through the mobile device by taking a photo (2), and interacting
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by means of the mobile device when communicating about the photo with
another person (3). Note that while the person is interacting through and by
means of an interactive system, at the same time that person is interacting
with something else, in this diagram the photo or the other person.
This broad conceptualisation allows designers to design for the whole
range of mobile technology interaction. The design space ranges from mobile technology placed in the foreground of interaction, to design for interacting with the physical environment, both through and by means of mobile
technology. This conceptualisation suggests that designing mobile technology for outdoor lessons is broader than designing for interacting with the mobile devices themselves. In this view the scope of the design process needs to
be extended to include learning tasks, introductory activities, and roles for
students and teachers. That is, more of the learning context needs to be taken
into account.
While Arvola (2004) describes the object of design research in HCI as interaction with, through, and by means of an interactive system, this thesis
elaborates on the concepts suggested by Arvola and adapts them to interaction with the physical environment, rather than “sociable face-to-face situations” (p. 9).

3.2

Interaction with mobile technology

Kukulska-Hulme, Sharples, Milrad, Arnedillo-Sánchez, and Vavoula (2009)
argue that European projects on mobile learning have understood the concept of context and contextual learning as the common denominator for mobile learning research. How to design for contextual learning is, however, an
area under discussion. One example is Brown et al. (2010) who suggest that
a key issue is whether to use explicit or implicit models of context in designing technology for mobile learning. From the computer science perspective
of context-aware computing, context can be divided into parts and represented in a computer model (Dey, Abowd, & Salber, 2001). The question is what
parts of the context are most relevant to designing mobile technology for
outdoor lessons. Two related questions are how to use these parts of context
in supporting learning using mobile technology and also how to translate
between different contexts to be able to design for multiple interrelated
learning contexts.
The question of how to design for context has also been a much debated
issue in the HCI research field. The notion of context was introduced to design research in HCI from the context-aware computing field. Within the
field of context-aware computing, the representing and modelling context is
seen as a prerequisite for designing context-aware systems. The assumption
is that it is possible to divide the context of a user into smaller parts and that
some of them are more or less objective and stable. Thereby it is possible to
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meaningfully represent them in a computer system with which the user is
interacting (Dey, et al., 2001). One central problem with context-aware
computing is that the user context and the system model of the context will
diverge as soon as the context-aware system is put in use. The context-aware
computing solution to this divergence is either to add an exception to the
model every time it diverges or to trust in future advancements in artificial
intelligence to solve the discrepancies. Despite these challenges, the contextaware computing approach has also been prominent in mobile learning research (De Jong, Specht, & Koper, 2008; Kurti, 2009; Lonsdale, Baber,
Sharples, & Arvanitis, 2004).
The computer science perspective of context-aware computing was met
by the social science perspective of embodied interaction. In this perspective
context is not some delineable aspect of a setting that can be encoded and
explicitly represented (Dourish, 2004). Rather context is something people
create. In this way the context model in embodied interaction is an interactional model and not a representational model (Dourish, 2004). The problem
with an interactional model of context is that it does not give enough guidance for designing computer systems, as context cannot be represented
(Chalmers, 2004). In that way, embodied interaction gives a descriptive
model of context, which might be used for analysis, however it does not give
much guidance in the process of designing mobile technology for outdoor
lessons, as the results are descriptive rather than prescriptive. Despite these
challenges, embodied interaction is repeatedly referred to in mobile learning
research (Pachler, Bachmair, & Cook, 2010).
A key issue in the design of mobile technology for outdoor lessons is
whether it is necessary to implement explicit models of context that instantiate and interpret the parameters of location, time, activity, goals, and resources in order to offer personalised learning resources; or alternatively
whether learning is better enabled by contextual tools such as dynamic maps,
guides, and probes, which offer more generic awareness and support for
learners to explore their environment. The best solutions might come from
combining model-based and tool-based technologies. One example is whether to use GPS positioning for triggering location-based tasks or allowing
students to use GPS for measuring the distance between two mobile devices.
Combining the two approaches of context-aware computing and embodied
interaction makes integration a central concern.

3.3

Interaction with mobile technology for learning

Kakihara and Sørensen (2002) and Kakihara, Sørensen, and Wiberg (2002;
2005) described mobility through spatial, temporal and contextual aspects of
mobility. In their description, spatial mobility is concerned with geographical movement of not just humans, but also of objects, symbols, and the digi25

tal environment, or “cyberspace”. Further, they described temporal mobility
as transformations of time such as speeding-up, sequencing, and a group of
people doing things in parallel. Finally, the author described contextual mobility as “in what way” the movement is performed. Examples are persistent
mobility or mobility with mutual recognition between two people.
In line with the aspect of physical mobility, Frohberg (2008) describes
mobile learning projects as targeting at least one of four spatial understandings of mobility: namely that the learning material or data is mobile, the
technology is mobile, the learner is mobile, or the learning community is
mobile (Table 3). Corresponding to the understanding of mobility in that the
learning material or data is mobile refers to the understanding of learning as
a transfer of content or transfer of information between teacher and student.
In this view (see Table 3), the role of the mobile technology is to be an alternative to using a computer for accessing the learning content. In the second
view, where technology is mobile, this corresponds to either an undefined or
formalised instrumental understanding of learning. According to this view,
stationary computers are replaced by mobile technology. Examples are
learning games where the whole learning environment is available on mobile
technology. In the third view, where the students are mobile, the understanding of learning is to make use of the movement in and between different
environments. Examples of approaches to such learning are discovery learning and experiential learning. In this view the mobile technology makes it
possible to interact in and with the digital and physical environment(-s). The
last understanding of mobility, where the learning community is mobile,
corresponds to an understanding of learning where students create their
common learning context. One example is social learning theory. In this last
view the role of the mobile technology is to connect students to support their
creation of a common learning context.
The first view, that the material or data is mobile, can be referred to as the
spatial mobility of symbols in the dimensions suggested by Kakihara et al.
(2002; 2005). The second view, that the technology is mobile, can be referred to as that objects are mobile, and the third, that the students are mobile, can be referred to as that humans are mobile. The last one, that the
learning community is mobile, can be referred to as the digital environment
is mobile.
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Table 3: Perspectives on mobile learning, adapted from Frohberg (2008).
View

Understanding of
mobility

Understanding of
learning

Role of mobile
technology

#1

Learning material/data are
mobile

Transfer of content

Access medium to
content

#2

Technology (and learning
environment) is mobile

Undefined or formalised

Replaces other
media

#3

Students are mobile

Dynamic environment defines learning

Makes it possible to
interact in and with
environments; connects and augments
environments

#4

The learning community is
mobile

Learning in a common context

Connects students

3.3.1 Interaction with mobile technology for outdoor lessons
The outdoor lessons of this thesis are framed within the third view, where
the learner is mobile, using components from the first and second views.
That the third view of Table 3 is defined by students being mobile in and
across environments means that different learning approaches, as for instance inquiry learning, may be assumed, since students move from one type
of learning environment to another.
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4 Methodological approach

This chapter describes the methodological approach adopted in this thesis. It
does this by describing design research in the research traditions of HCI and
TEL. Within these traditions focus has been placed on concept-driven design
(Stolterman & Wiberg, 2010) and on the design experiment cycle (Mor,
2010b). The adopted design research process is described as a combination
of a concept-driven design and the design experiment cycle. The chapter also
describes the design approach, mobile technology, data collection, and the
analysis approach chosen for the design research process.

4.1

Design research process in human-computer interaction and technology-enhanced learning

In this section the design research processes in HCI and technologyenhanced learning are described. In section 4.2 these descriptions are referred to when describing the design research process adopted.

4.1.1 Design research process in human-computer interaction
Design research in the HCI field can be described as a process of “shaping
digital things for people’s use” (Löwgren, 2013). The design research process is moving forward by exploring possible futures rather than solving
problems. In the process the designer is “changing situations” by shaping
digital things and deploying them (Löwgren, 2013). Thus the design research
process in HCI, cannot be understood as either an engineering process, since
it is not a problem-solving process, or as a design research process of
“changing existing situations into preferred ones” (Simon, 1996, p. 111).
Instead of defining the problem from an analysis of the current situation, the
problem is repeatedly redefined throughout the design research process. The
problem is repeatedly redefined because design methods and design tools
allow designers to see new aspects of the situation that were not salient when
the design research process was initiated. The reason it is not a design research process in Simons’ sense, but that design research in HCI is aimed at
exploring possible futures and not necessarily preferring one of them
(Löwgren, 2013).
The section above gives an introduction to how design approaches have
been understood and applied in the research field of HCI. While the design
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component of design research is described in Löwgren (2013) referring to
Simon (1996), the research component is still sparse. From a scientific perspective it might seem problematic not to have defined a problem to start
with and to do away with the last part of the quote from Herbert Simon, as it
can be regarded as a measure of success. The question is then how to conduct rigorous design research. Zimmermann et al. (2007; 2010) have suggested that an increasing amount of research problems in HCI are “wicked
problems” (Rittel & Webber, 1973). In the rhetoric of Zimmerman et al.
(2007; 2010) the HCI research field has moved on from problems of efficiency, i.e. “tame problems” that can be approached by problem-solving
methods, to “wicked problems”, i.e. problems that have no problem definition at the outset, such as political or economic issues, and no measure of
success. To approach these “wicked problems” rigorously, Zimmerman et al.
(ibid) proposed “research through design” as a model that describes the relation between design researchers, usability engineers, behavioural science
researchers, and HCI practitioners. They also proposed four criteria for researchers following the model for evaluating what is “a good interaction
design contribution”. These criteria are process: rigor in selecting design
methods and tools, invention: demonstrating how integration of technological advancements can lead to theoretical advancements, relevance: articulate
a preferred situation and argue for why the HCI research community should
consider the state to be preferred, and extensibility: describing the design
research so that the community can draw upon the new knowledge. Among
these criteria the relevance criterion defines the scope of research through
design more narrowly than design research in HCI (Löwgren, 2013).

4.1.2 Concept-driven design
Building on research through design, Stolterman and Wiberg (2010) suggested a “concept-driven” approach to design research in HCI. They described current design research in HCI as empirically orientated, and offered
a number of examples: “user-centred design, participatory design, contextual
design, activity theory, and ethnographically informed systems design” (ibid,
p. 97). They claimed that while these empirical approaches have mainly been
developed for design practice, these approaches are also used in design research in HCI. When used in design research, the empirical orientation
means that the success of a prototype is understood in how a use situation is
improved. Their argument was that another measure of success is needed in
design research in HCI, one where the aim is theoretical improvement. This
led them to suggest their concept-driven approach, where the empirical,
practice-orientated approach is complemented by a conceptual, theoryorientated approach. The model they suggested is one in which the empirical
cycle coexists with a theoretical cycle. In the empirical cycle in Figure 4, the
research process starts in a use situation. In the research process of the empirical cycle a prototype is designed to manifest a concept design and im30

prove the use situation, e.g. by designing a novel interactive artefact. The
complementing theoretical cycle starts in theory. In the research process of
the theoretical cycle it is shown how a prototype is based on earlier theoretical work in the research field. The prototype is designed to manifest a concept design that is fed forward as a carrier of new theoretical insights of value into the research field. One example of a concept design is Kay’s DynaBook (1972), in that it has inspired the design of small laptop computers
such as Apple’s MacBook (Stolterman & Wiberg, 2010). They stressed that
the empirical cycle and the theoretical cycle are not two separate cycles,
instead they are necessarily intertwined, as a concrete concept design is a
part of the integrated process of contributing to theory development.

Figure 4: Concept-driven design research process (Stolterman & Wiberg, 2010).

Although the concept-driven approach (Stolterman & Wiberg, 2010) is similar to research through the design approach (Zimmerman, et al., 2007; 2010)
there are fundamental differences. Stolterman and Wiberg (2010) first pointed out that research through design is aimed at improving the current situation by designing a prototype that address real issues, while the purpose of
concept-driven design is theoretical advancement, and that “a design that
address real world issues, is not necessarily important” (p. 101). Second,
design researchers doing research through design primarily contribute to
theoretical development in engineering and behavioural science, while design researchers doing concept-driven design primarily contribute to “theoretical development of ‘interaction’ as an object of study” (p. 101).
The purpose of concept-driven design, to contribute to theoretical advancements around the concept of interaction, fits well with the research
goal of this thesis to conceptualise ‘interaction with mobile technology for
outdoor lessons’. The aim of contributing, especially to ‘interaction’, also
fits well with the research question of how to design mobile technology to
orientate students to interact with the physical environment. In section 4.2,
concept-driven design is discussed in relation to the design research process
adopted in this thesis.

4.1.3 Design research process in technology-enhanced learning
Since the seventies, research on educational technologies has had a focus on
experimental studies, where the goal was to isolate the independent variable
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in a technology solution to prove its impact on learning (Hannafin & Young,
2008). This approach was questioned by Clark (1983, 1994), arguing from
meta-analyses that media do not influence learning or motivation. Instead of
the focus on internal validity in experimental studies, part of the research on
educational technologies shifted the focus to external validity, employing a
design research approach, proposed by Brown (1992).
TEL environments has been described as “technology-based learning and
instructional systems through which students acquire skills or knowledge,
usually with the help of teachers or facilitators, learning support tools, and
technological resources” (Wang & Hannafin, 2005, p. 5). In this view of
TEL, designing technology is just one part of the whole learning design of a
lesson.
Wang and Hannafin (2005) reviewed design-based research as a suitable
approach for TEL research. They defined design-based research as “a systematic but flexible methodology aimed to improve educational practices
through iterative analysis, design, development, and implementation, based
on collaboration among researchers and practitioners in real-world settings,
and leading to contextually-sensitive design principles and theories” (p. 6).
Current design research in TEL is commonly referred to as design-based
research (Design-Based Research Collective2003). Design-based research
works in iterative cycles together with teachers in creating a prototype and
later a product that can be tested and eventually deployed in schools. The
Design-Based Research Collective (2003) argued that design-based research
blends empirical education research with theory-driven design of technology
for learning. Design-based research attempts to combine the intentional design of technology for learning with the empirical exploration of our understanding of these technologies and how students interact with them
(Hoadley, 2004). Design-based research follows an iterative cycle of analysing, designing, implementing, and evaluating, similar to the design research
processes in HCI.
One framework for designing innovative prototypes using mobile and
ubiquitous technology was suggested by Spikol (2010). The framework includes roles for the designer, a cyclic process in which features are important
to consider when designing “emerging learning landscapes supported by
ubiquitous technology” (ibid, p.4). These include learning features prominent in lessons supported by mobile and ubiquitous technology, such as students sharing and producing learning material. The features also include
landscape factors based on a phenomenological understanding of acting with
mobile and ubiquitous technology, interaction contexts, such as classroom or
outdoors, and technological tools, such as sensors and devices.

4.1.4 Design experiment cycle
Mor (2010b) integrated a number of frameworks for design research in TEL
(e.g. Bannan-Ritland (2003), Cobb, Confrey, Lehrer, and Schauble (2003),
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and McKenney, Nieveen, and van den Akker (2006), resulting in the model
shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Design experiment cycle (Mor, 2010b).

Starting from the centre and moving outwards, half of the model is empirical
(Empirical hemicycle) and half is theoretical (Analytical hemicycle). The
empirical half starts in theory, goes through design, implementation, and
action, and has design knowledge and useful artefacts as possible outcomes.
The theoretical half starts after the action phase, goes through interpretation,
analysis, and evaluation, and has exemplars of practice, research instruments, and theoretical contributions as possible outcomes. Comparing this
model to the concept-driven design approach adopted in this thesis, the outcome ‘useful artefacts’ would correspond to the manifested concept design
that is meant to ‘improve the use situation’. The outcome from the theoretical half ‘theoretical contributions’ would then correspond to the manifested
concept design that is a ‘carrier of new theoretical insights of value to the
research field’. Design guidelines (Van den Akker, 1999) and design patterns (Alexander, Ishikawa, & Silverstein, 1977; Mor, 2010b) are examples
of ‘design knowledge’, and design narratives (Mor, 2010b) is an example of
an ‘exemplar of practice’. ‘Research instruments’ are the apparatus used for
measuring the extent to which the design experiment was successful
(Schwartz, Chang, & Martin, 2008). Some instruments are specific to the use
situation while some are useful for other researchers studying similar use
situations (Mor, 2010b).
Mor (2010b) also noted that the design experiment cycle is part of a
broader meta-cycle of design research (see Figure 6). In this meta-cycle the
design experiment is framed by a cycle of trying to understand theoretical
concepts through creating prototypes. The design experiment cycle also
feeds forward to another theoretical cycles, leaving a theoretical contribution
to the research field. These two theoretical meta-cycles are similar to two
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basic ideas of concept-driven design: to make a convincing argument that the
manifested concept design is based on earlier theoretical work in the field
and that it is a carrier of the theoretical insight of value to the field. These
meta-cycles are also present in design research in neighbouring research
fields, e.g. in proposing a design science for information system research.
Hevner (2007) includes a cycle similar to the framing cycle called the relevance cycle, and the cycle for retrospective analysis is called the rigor cycle.

Figure 6: Design research meta-cycle (Mor, 2010b).

The design experiment cycle and the design research meta-cycle are simplifications of actual processes. Actual design practice and design research is
not as linear as it appears in the models. Instead of going stepwise from
analysis to design, implementation, and on to evaluation, for a specific prototype it may be more relevant to go from implementation back to design
before conducting a new implementation and an evaluation. In each step a
decision must be made on whether to go on to the next step, to stay or to go
back to the previous step. With this addition an actual design process is more
dynamic than the model shows. In designing interactive systems, Löwgren
and Stolterman (2005) argued that the design process is best described as
fully dynamic, in that all steps of the design process can be reached from all
steps. For a dynamic design process like this to be used in research, the researcher needs to act as a “reflective practitioner” (Löwgren & Stolterman,
2005; Schön, 1983). Accounts of reflection-in-action and reflection-onaction can also provide arguments from the actual design process, for design
research to be rigorous. In discussing rigor in design-based research, Mor
(2010b) considered common research methods to be pre- and post-tests,
video and text analysis, interviews, and ethnographic field notes. In the context of doctoral research, Mor (2010b) also suggested that the collaborative
nature of design-based research creates an extra challenge. Consequently, the
division of labour in collaborative research projects and the choices made
between different methods and the choices made in their application have to
be described in detail.
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4.2

The design research process adopted

The concept-driven design approach was adopted as it helps focus the object
of study on the interaction with the physical environment, mediated by mobile technology. The design phases of the design research process adopted
were used for probing outdoor lessons on geometry and biology with the
goal of evaluating the design tools. In this way the designing and probing of
the outdoor lessons was done to gain theoretical insights into the theoretical
cycle of concept-driven design.
The definition of design-based research is applicable to the design research process of this thesis, except that this thesis is not primarily aimed at
improving educational practices. This thesis does not try to answer questions
about learning quality or learning performance. However, because this thesis
adopts the concept of outdoor lessons inside the Swedish school curriculum,
the contributions may be relevant for designing learning tasks and activities
to meet with learning goals. Another difference is the outcome of designbased research, i.e. “contextually-sensitive design principles and theories”
(Wang & Hannafin, 2005, p. 6). In this thesis the outcome is not primarily
contributions to educational research, but rather to HCI research.
The design experiment cycle was adopted, where each design case corresponds to one cycle in the design experiment cycle. In this way the first cycle corresponds to the first design case on geometry followed by the second
cycle, with a design case on geometry, the third cycle with a design case on
biology and the fourth cycle with the last design case on biology (Figure 1,
p. 7 and Figure 5, p. 33).
In terms of the design experiment cycle (Mor, 2010b), the thesis research
has focused on the outcome of ‘design knowledge’, ‘research instruments’,
and ‘theoretical contributions’ for the second research goal: ‘to develop HCI
tools for designing, evaluating, and reflecting on mobile technology for interacting with the physical environment in outdoor lessons’. In the design
research process, the Design guidelines would count as ‘design knowledge’,
the Design model when used for evaluation (as in Papers III and IV) would
be a ‘research instrument’, and the Design concepts would be ‘theoretical
contributions’ (see Figure 5, p. 33).
Concept-driven design and the design experiment cycle are also compatible, as concept-driven design includes arguing from previous research in the
field and arguing for the value of the concept design where the design experiment cycle is preceded by a framing cycle and feeds forward to a retrospective analysis cycle.
As we have been collaborating on the first two design cases we share
many similarities with the design framework suggested by Spikol (2010).
However, the design framework (Spikol, 2010) has similarities on a methodological level to concept-driven design and the design experiment cycle. The
design framework provides high-level support for designers working in a
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team of designers, researchers, students, and teachers, whereas this thesis
aims to develop concrete tools for designing, evaluating, and reflecting.

4.3

Design methods adopted

A number of design methods have been used for designing the outdoor lessons in design cases 1–4. The design methods include Co-design workshop,
Future workshop, Paper prototyping, and Digital prototyping. Co-design
workshop and Future workshop were chosen to base the design of the outdoor lessons on ideas from teachers and students. Structured brainstorming,
as an alternative approach, was not chosen, and instead brainstorming was
used as a component in both the Co-design workshop and the Future workshop. Another alternative to co-design would have been cooperative design
(Ehn, 1988; Greenbaum & Kyng, 1991), which has a wider scope than codesign and historically it has had a focus on worker emancipation.
Paper prototyping and Digital prototyping were chosen to try out ideas
and to evaluate designs at an early stage of the design research process.
Sketches were used in design case 1. Scenarios and storyboards were used in
design case 3, however these were only used to communicate within the
research group.

4.3.1 Co-design workshop
Co-design (see for example Penuel, Roschelle, & Shechtman, 2007) is a
method where researchers and teachers work together in a design team,
where everyone brings their perspective. In design cases 1 and 2 (Figure 1,
p. 7) co-design workshops were held together with teachers in the months
before the outdoor lesson (see Figure 7). In the workshops the team worked
together in brainstorming to come up with ideas, visiting potential outdoor
settings, and designing paper prototypes. The outcome of these workshops
led to a design for both the activity and the mobile technology. In design
case 1 there was a mismatch in expectations: researchers expected a technological solution to a learning problem, whereas teachers expected usable
technology with pedagogical support. Anticipating a similar mismatch in
expectations, the mobile technology and the outdoor lessons of design case 1
was reviewed together with the teachers at the beginning of design case 2.
To allow students to have more influence on the design research process, in
design case 3 (and 4) the co-design method was replaced by the Future
workshop method.
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Figure 7: Co-design workshops.

4.3.2 Future workshop
Future workshop (Greenbaum & Kyng, 1991) is a method aimed at generating ideas that can be used in designing interactive systems. The method
helps designers and researchers to elicit ideas from users and develop ideas
on what the future might look like. The Future workshop method was used
in the design of design case 3 (and inherited by design case 4).
The Future workshop method was employed in a class of 24 students
aged 10-11. The workshop was introduced with the purpose of determining
how students wanted to use mobile devices and tablets to learn maths by
examining a natural phenomenon outside the classroom. Examples brought
up by the researchers were, for example, the use of mobile technology to
figure out how many ants there were in an anthill or how many cars were
driving too fast on the road outside. After this point the students were to
identify problems and generate ideas on their own in small groups. As motivation to participate, the students were told they know a lot more about how
they do maths and how they use mobile technology than the researchers.
In the first phase students were asked to, in small groups, show what they
presently found difficult about learning maths in the classroom. They received post-it notes to carry out brainstorming in small groups. The brainstorming was concluded in the larger group by gathering the ideas and sorting them so that ideas that were similar to each other ended up together. By
doing this, the whole larger group found ideas for solutions to the problems
from the first phase. The topic for the ideas was how to learn maths by examining a natural phenomenon outside the classroom by using mobile devices or tablets.
The outcome of the Future workshop was a number of ideas (Figure 8)
and sketches, which were used as input to the paper prototyping and digital
prototyping phases. The students were unsure of which ideas were relevant
for designing mobile technology for outdoor lessons, however the students
identified a number of difficulties in learning maths and ideas for potential
outdoor lessons to overcome these difficulties. The research group chose
three ideas by using the clustering technique affinity diagramming, and developed these ideas into scenarios for outdoor lessons. When asked about it
later the students recognised the three ideas as coming out of the Future
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workshop. The idea that was used in the end was to use mobile technology to
calculate distributions of tree types by using a dynamic pie chart. This idea
was chosen as it was both feasible and had a larger emphasis on interaction
with the physical environment than design cases 1 and 2, which made it possible to use design cases 3 and 4 to further probe mobile technology for outdoor lessons.

Figure 8: Ideas from Future workshop.

4.3.3 Paper prototyping
Paper prototyping (Retting, 1994) were used in design cases 2, 3, and 4. The
reason for not reporting on the prototyping from design case 1 is that the
author was not part of the design process of design case 1. Paper prototyping
was used to identify functional problems in the prototype before implementing the digital prototype. For examples of paper prototypes see Figure 9.

Figure 9: Paper prototypes from design case 4.
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4.3.4 Digital prototyping
Digital prototyping were used in design cases 2 and 3. Digital prototyping
was used to identify interactional look and feel problems in the prototype
before implementing the final version to be used in the outdoor lessons. For
examples of digital prototypes see Figure 10.

Figure 10: Digital prototypes used in design cases 2 (left) and 3 (right).

The paper prototypes in design cases 2 and 3 were tested with two groups of
three 5th grade students, in conditions as similar as possible to those the final
outdoor lessons. The scenario for design case 3 was the following for both
the paper and digital prototypes:
“We need help with testing a new mobile app. The app is for learning to identify tree species. You scan a QR code attached to a tree to get a description of
the tree, similar to a Wikipedia entry, however there are no really good pictures, so your first task is to add pictures of the trees to the descriptions. When
you have identified and taken pictures of the trees then the next task is to decide what type of forest you are in: forest with mainly trees with leaves, forest
with mainly trees with needles, or forest with both types. To help you in
counting the trees you can use a pie chart on the tablet.”

The two groups of students used either the paper prototype or the digital
prototype to do the tasks by pretending they were using a fully-working system. The feedback from the paper prototype was handled by a researcher
who manually replaced the contents of the screen of the mobile device by
clicking a button or by scanning a QR code.
In design case 2, a few functional problems were identified when evaluating the paper prototypes with students. These functional problems together
with usability problems identified in an heuristic evaluation (Nielsen, 1994)
were written down in a report. One such problem was a tab-based interface,
which was not a common interaction style for mobile technology at this
time. The report was used to communicate between the designers and software developers in the two research groups.
In design case 3, the paper prototypes were evaluated with students. One
of the problems identified in the evaluation was how to use the QR codes, as
the students were unfamiliar with scanning QR codes. The results from this
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evaluation were used in designing the digital prototype and in designing an
introductory activity where students could practice scanning QR codes. The
evaluation of the digital prototypes identified problems, such as button
placement, terminology, and the use of colours. In design case 4 a subset of
the mobile technology from design case 3 was used. The prototype evaluations performed for design case 4 identified a few new problems, which were
addressed in the adaptation of the mobile technology.

4.4

Mobile technology

The mobile technology used in design cases 1 and 2 were smartphones with
Symbian OS. Two types of mobile device were used, where one presented
the task structure and gave feedback and the other was used for animations,
giving clues on how to solve the tasks. Both mobile devices were also used
for measuring distance. The application then used the GPS positions of the
two mobile devices for calculating the distance between them. For examples,
see Figure 11.

Figure 11: Mobile devices used in design cases 1 and 2.

The mobile technology used in design cases 3 and 4 were smartphones with
Android OS. Two types were used, one mobile device per student and one
larger tablet. Using the mobile devices the students could take photos, record
video, and scan QR codes, i.e. 2D barcodes used to trigger a presentation of
characteristics of a certain tree species. For examples, see Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Mobile devices and a QR code used in design cases 3 and 4.

The tablet provided the task structure that helped students divide the task
into smaller subtasks, for example in order to identify tree species. The tablet
could also be used to construct a pie chart for calculating the distribution of
tree species. For an example, see Figure 13. As the calculation of tree distribution was not part of the outdoor lesson of design case 4, the tablet was
only used in design case 3. In design case 4, relevant parts of the task structure was moved to the mobile devices.

Figure 13: Tablet used in design case 3.
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4.5

Data collection

The data collection was substantial in all four design cases, and the analysis
used most of the collected data (see Table 4). In design case 1 one close-up
video camera was used for collecting data on interaction at a group level for
one of the two groups. Additionally two wide-angle video cameras were
used for complementary angles when action occurred out of view of the
close-up camera. No separate audio was used, but was instead collected from
the video camera’s audio track. The video and audio data in design cases 1–4
was collected for studying how the students interacted with the mobile technology and the physical environment.
Table 4: Data collected during design cases 1–4.
Design case

Video

Audio

#1

1.5 hour x 1 close-up + 1.5 hour x 2 wide angle

-

#2

1.5 hour x 2 close-up + 1.5 hour x 2 wide angle

All 6 students

#3

1 hour x 4 close-up + 1 hour x 4 wide angle

All 21 students

#4

0.5 hour x 4 close-up

All 24 students

In design case 1 all three teachers were interviewed throughout the design
process, and both before and after the outdoor lesson. The researchers, who
were present in the field, filled in worksheets after the outdoor lesson. The
teachers and researchers were interviewed with the goal of obtaining a record of their understanding of mobile technology for outdoor lessons. Four
out of six students were interviewed after the outdoor lesson. The students
were interviewed with the goal of collecting their opinions towards the mobile technology and the outdoor lesson as a whole. Additionally, data from
worksheets were collected. The students filled these in before and after the
outdoor lesson as a pre- and post-test, including questions on attitudes.
In the analysis of design case 1, reported in Papers I and II, all video data
from the close-up camera were used and only complemented by the wideangle cameras when needed. Data from interviews and worksheets were used
as a backdrop.
In design case 2 a second close-up camera was added for following both
groups of students on the field trial, and collected audio from the small microphones that each students wore. In design case 2, all 6 students were interviewed both before and after the outdoor lesson as a pre- and post-test
with open-ended questions to assess their knowledge on the concept of area.
No worksheet data were collected in design case 2, as the interviews fulfilled
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the same purpose. The teachers were not interviewed, as design case 2 focused on how the students interacted in the field.
In the analysis of design case 2, reported on in Papers I and II, all video
data from the 2 close-up cameras were used, only complemented by the
wide-angle cameras and audio when needed. The interviews with the students were not used in the analysis as the interviews were on concept development in learning the area concept, which was not the primary focus of this
thesis.
Because of an increased number of students in design case 3, 4 handheld
video cameras were used. The 7 groups spent on average 1 hour carrying out
the tasks for the outdoor lesson. This means that 28 hours of video were
recorded from the 4 close-up cameras. Beyond this, one stationary wideangle camera was placed at each nature square, to capture whole-group activity and all students wore microphones.
In the analysis of design case 3, reported in Paper III, 274 minutes and, in
Paper IV, 8 minutes of the close-up video was used. Audio recorded from
the microphones was used when needed. No video data from wide-angle
cameras, interviews or worksheets was used in design case 3.
The outdoor lesson of design case 4 only covered a subset of the outdoor
lesson in design case 3. The outdoor lesson was captured with 4 handheld
video cameras. All students had microphones. No wide-angle cameras, interviews or worksheets were used.
In the analysis of design case 4, 155 minutes of video data was transcribed. Sound from the microphones was used when needed.

4.6

Analysis methods adopted

For design cases 1 and 2 the interaction with the mobile technology was
evaluated by analysing two outdoor lessons, with two groups of three students. The outdoor lessons were set within the frame of other learning activities, both indoors and outdoors. The analysis of the use of mobile technology
in the foreground of interaction rests on interaction analysis (Jordan & Henderson, 1995) for the identification of relevant episodes, and on the task
model (Sharples, et al., 2007) for analysing individual episodes. Initially
interaction analysis (Jordan & Henderson, 1995) was used, where three researchers that had been part of the data collection in the field worked together on the video and audio recorded material. Between design cases 1 and 2,
the analysis foci were changed from data-driven, using categories used in the
analysis of interaction in general, to theory-driven, by using categories related to mobile technology as a distraction. Both the analysis of design cases 1
and 2 alternated between video analysis in the research group and individual
analysis. In design case 2 a more detailed analysis of the video episodes was
added, where a visual focus on devices was especially strong and where it
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was notable that the focus on devices was absent. This step in the analysis
was done using the task model suggested by Sharples et al. (2007). One example of a task model analysis from Paper I can be seen in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Example of task model analysis of a group of students using a clue, presented on a mobile device, to learn how to measure.

Interaction analysis was the chosen method for the analysis because it combines the video analysis, focus on human interactions, and it is rooted in
ethnography. This made it appropriate for the analysis of what is primarily in
the foreground and background of human interaction from video data. It also
provided a good fit to the evaluation of the first iteration, which was largely
open-ended, where an ethnographic approach to analysis helps identify problems in human interaction relevant for further research.
Activity theory and especially the activity system model have a long tradition as a tool for analysis in the HCI research field (Kaptelinin & Nardi,
2006). Compared to distributed cognition (Hutchins, 1995), which also has a
large presence in HCI research, activity theory has a stronger emphasis on
developmental processes. The advantages of using the task model instead of
the conversational framework (Laurillard, 2009) are, for instance, that the
task model identifies those components needed for an activity to be successful, where the conversational framework gives a detailed description of the
pedagogical processes, but no success criteria.
For design case 3, video data from one class of 5th grade students were
analysed using Buxton’s model of four different types of interaction
(Buxton, 1995). For each group of three students, one student was chosen at
random and this students’ interaction was categorised into the four different
types of interaction. One example of the result can be seen in Figure 15.
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Figure 15: Example of categorisation of interaction into one of four types.

The video of each group was first segmented into the seven tasks into which
the outdoor lesson was divided. For each segment, the total time spent in
each category was transcribed. For each task, the mapping between intended
outcome and the outcome was calculated. In the analysis, the transcripts for
each segment were mapped back to the type of interaction designed for in
each task, in order to see the extent to which the students were interacting
with the mobile devices in the ways intended in the design of the outdoor
lesson.
Also, for design case 3 one eight minute long video clip was transcribed
and student interaction was categorised as interaction with devices, people,
or context (see Figure 16). The student interaction was then compared to the
categories of the Design model.

Figure 16: Example of transcript of interaction with devices, people, or context.

In design case 4, video data from two classes of 4th grade students were used
to compare how students interacted with the environment. For the compari45

son the following dimensions were used for measuring how the different
designs structure the learning activity observed: (1) Total time students are
searching for the species was used as an indication of the extent to which
students were interacting with the physical environment where the species
grew; and (2) Mean number of photos taken by each student was used as an
indication of the extent to which students were interacting with the species
themselves.
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5 Design cases

The chapter presents the four design cases, which represent the empirical
part of the thesis as well as the rational for designing them. The research
setting and the school setting are presented, followed by the research motivation. The outdoor lessons designed are described in detail. The outcome of
each design case is discussed in terms of lessons learnt about the design process.

5.1

Design case 1: GeM

Design case 1 (GeM) was a field trial of mobile technology for measuring
the height of buildings, to which I was invited to participate by a research
group at the Linnaeus University, Sweden.

5.1.1 Setting
In design case 1 a research group at the Linnaeus University and two local
schools collaborated to design mobile technology for an outdoor lesson. I
was invited to take part in the field trial and in the analysis of the mobile
technology built for design case 1. Two groups of three students aged 11–14
participated in the field trial. The analysis was based on video data from one
of the two groups.

5.1.2 Aims for the design research process
The design research process aimed at supporting students to collaboratively
explore, discuss, and experience the geometrical concepts of area and volume, by using mobile technology outdoors complemented by 3D technology
indoors.

5.1.3 Outdoor lesson
In design case 1 (GeM) the students worked with the mathematical concept
of volume. The outdoor lesson was presented as an architectural mission
where the students’ main goal was to design a new building on the university
campus. The students first had to explore the campus, collecting data about
the height (see Figure 17), diameter, and area along with other geometry
tasks. Once they had collaboratively collected and calculated data, they returned to a classroom to design buildings in 3D to meet the mission require47

ments. The final part of the activity was a group discussion (architectural
critique) of their buildings.

Figure 17: Measuring the height of the castle.

In GeM, six students were divided into two groups of three and each group
of students received two mobile devices. One mobile device was the primary
device that controlled the flow of outside work. The other mobile device was
considered the secondary device, and was used as a tool for helping to calculate the distance between the two devices. The students received messages
on the primary device to locate the castle on the university's campus, along
with the rest of the tasks. When they got near to the castle, a bell rang to
inform them that they were at the right location. The first task on the primary
device was to estimate the height of the castle. They entered the height and if
the answer was correct within 10 metres they received the second task. The
system returned feedback and clues on how to complete the tasks, with video
files accessed on the primary device. The second task was to measure the
height of the castle using the mobile devices. The students used a wooden
stick to convert height to distance on the ground (see Figure 17), and then
measured the distance on the ground up against the castle using the geometric principles of right triangles to figure out the height. By using the two
mobile devices with the GPS sensors a measurement of the distance between
the mobile devices could be calculated along the base of the castle.

5.1.4 Lessons learnt about the design research process
In design case 1, only one of the two groups in the field managed to complete the tasks of the outdoor lesson.
In design case 1 there was a mismatch in what the researchers and teachers expected from the mobile technology. The teachers were expecting the
mobile technology to support learning to a greater extent than offered by the
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limited functionality. The mobile technology had a few breakdowns in the
field, and students encountered problems in handling the application. Overall
the students spent most of the time on the field trying to understand how the
mobile technology was supposed to work, rather than doing the tasks on
geometry. Both teachers and researchers had expectations that the students
would be able to use the mobile technology more easily and with fewer
technical breakdowns.
From these mismatched expectations and technical problems the lessons
learnt were that there was a need for focusing on the usability of the mobile
technology and that the expectations of researchers and teachers needed to
be levelled in the next design case. Design guidelines were proposed as a
way of focusing on usability. One possible way of levelling the expectations
could be to reflect on the design of the mobile technology, e.g. by using Design concepts.

5.2

Design case 2: MULLE

Design case 2, called MULLE, builds on design case 1, GeM. With the intention of testing how well the mobile technology worked in another setting,
design case 2 was set up in collaboration with a school in Stockholm, Sweden. The outdoor lesson and the mobile technology developed for design
case 1 was adapted to accommodate for the new school setting. The task was
on the concept of areas in mathematics.

5.2.1 Setting
Design case 2 was designed and evaluated at a school close to Stockholm,
Sweden, while design case 1 was designed and evaluated with a school in
Växjö, Sweden. Research groups from both Stockholm and Växjö participated in design case 2. Two groups of three students aged 11–12 participated in
the field trial. The analysis was based on video data from both groups.

5.2.2 Aims for the design research process
The design research process aimed at helping students collaboratively explore, discuss, and experience the geometrical concepts of area, by using
mobile technology outdoors. The 3D modelling indoors was not part of design case 2, which allowed a larger focus on the outdoor lesson in the design
and evaluation.
In design case 1 the design research process aimed at designing mobile
technology for which students should be able to balance their focus between
mobile technology, content, and contexts outside the classroom. In line with
concept-driven design, the design research process used the Design guidelines for guidance on how to implement this aim. The research question did
not specify interaction with the physical environment as explicitly as in the
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research questions of design cases 3 and 4. This meant that this research
question did not specify what to design for directly, but only indirectly.

5.2.3 Outdoor lesson
In design case 2 the students worked with the mathematical concept of area.
The scenario stated that an imaginary, almost extinct, species needed to be
relocated from the local zoo to a field close to the school (see Figure 18).
The task for the students was to construct new enclosures for the animals
with the correct measurements.
In the outdoor lesson the students worked in groups of three, where each
group used two mobile devices. For measuring large distances and areas
required the students to measure the distance between two mobile devices
using GPS. Apart from measuring, the mobile devices presented students
with tasks based on where they were located and where they were in the task
structure. The mobile devices were also used for submitting answers, displaying clues, and providing feedback.

Figure 18: Small and large rectangles in the field.

The outdoor lesson of MULLE started when the students were handed the
mobile devices. One of the mobile devices informed them to go to a small
field nearby, where they were asked to guess the area of two small rectangles
marked by plastic cones. The rectangles had different lengths and widths, but
were both 12 m2. Each group had prepared one 1x1 metre cardboard square
to measure the areas. After a completed task they would send the answer to
receive a new task. When they had guessed and calculated the areas correctly
they received a message on the task device to go to the large field. In the
large field they were first asked to guess the area of the large rectangle (4000
m2) and then to measure the area. The student groups calculated the rectangle by measuring each side of it using the mobile devices and multiplying
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the two sides. The students’ last task was to go to a third field to create their
own rectangle with an area of 4000 m2. Through the field tasks there was
progress from the measuring of small areas with the cardboard square, to
measuring large areas with the mobile devices, and finally to constructing an
area.

5.2.4 Lessons learnt about the design research process
In design case 2, both groups in the field managed to complete the tasks of
the outdoor lesson. In design case 2, there was a miscommunication between
the designers and software developers in the two research groups. As a consequence of these misunderstandings many of the usability problems identified in design case 1 remained in design case 2, and had to be countermeasured by introducing the students to the remaining usability problems
before the field trial. This led to improvements in usability, however the
students still experienced a number of technical breakdowns in the field,
which were solved by a software developer on hand to restart and debug the
application in the field.
The Design guidelines helped in focusing the design process on designing
mobile technology for outdoor lessons, as for example to redesign the mobile technology to move functionality from the primary device to the secondary device to make their functionality more coherent. However, the Design guidelines gave no guidance on how to evaluate to what extent the mobile technology supported interaction with the physical environment.

5.3

Design case 3: mVisible 1

In design case 3 the research group at Stockholm University designed and
evaluated mobile technology for outdoor lessons. The research group developed an Android app for identifying tree species and an app for calculating
the distribution of trees by using a pie chart representation.

5.3.1 Setting
In design case 3 the research group at Stockholm University continued the
collaboration with the local school to design mobile technology for an outdoor lesson on biology. Seven groups of three students aged 11–12 participated in the field trial. The analysis was based on video data from all groups.

5.3.2 Aims for the design research process
The design research process of design case 3 was aimed at making abstract
relations in natural sciences visible by using mobile technology. The Design
guidelines were used in implementing this aim in agreement with the theoretical cycle of concept-driven design.
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5.3.3 Outdoor lesson
The students scanned QR codes for identifying tree and plant species, and
from these drawing conclusions on the forest type. They also worked with a
pie chart representation for calculating the distribution of trees. In design
case 3 the outdoor lesson started with a group of students going to one of
four different areas in the forest behind the school. They arrived at a “nature
square”, an area of 10x10 metres that had been prepared with white and red
tape markings on each of its sides (see Figure 19). Each student had a mobile
device, a smartphone, and there was one common device, a tablet, belonging
to each of the four areas.

Figure 19: Arriving at the nature square.

The outdoor lesson was designed as a sequence of seven tasks, where each
task fed into the next task. The seven tasks were designed to play out as follows: All three students in the group used their mobile devices to scan the
QR code for the nature square they at which they arrived (task 1). The code
initialised the mobile devices to show a list of what species were available in
the current nature square. On the common device, the students together read
the task instruction (task 2) to identify each species. The students then used
their mobile devices individually to scan QR codes attached to each species
to identify them and take photos of what was characteristic for each species
(task 3). The students were meant to interact directly with the species and
investigate their characteristics, and thereby taking one step towards the
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open-ended exploration of phenomena in inquiry-based learning. For task 4,
the three students reconvened at the common device, where they used a pie
chart to calculate the distribution of trees in the area. Also on the common
device they received task 5, to define what type of forest they were in based
on the distribution of trees in the area. They were then asked to record on
video while they explained to each other why this forest type was growing at
this particular place (task 6). The final part of the activity was a preparation
for a follow-up analysis indoors. Therefore they were asked to together fill
out a paper-based form summarising their findings (task 7).
In the design of the mobile learning activity the students were meant to
interact with devices, people, and context in a structured way.

5.3.4 Lessons learnt about the design research process
In design case 3 all but one group managed to complete the tasks of the outdoor lesson.
The Design model was suggested as a tool for evaluating interaction with
mobile technology in outdoor lessons.

5.4

Design case 4: mVisible 2

In design case 4 the research group at Stockholm University redesigned the
mobile technology from design case 3 and compared interaction with mobile
technology with regard to two conditions: one using QR codes and one not
using QR codes. In design case 4 the pie chart representation was not used.

5.4.1 Setting
In design case 4 the research group at Stockholm University continued the
collaboration with the local school on mobile technology for an outdoor
lesson on biology. Seven groups of three students and two groups of two
students aged 10–11 participated in the field trial. The analysis was based on
video data from all but one of the groups of three students.

5.4.2 Aims for the design research process
As in design case 3, the design research process of design case 4 was aimed
at making abstract relations in natural sciences visible by using mobile technology. Furthermore, the aim was also to compare interaction with mobile
technology in an outdoor lesson for two conditions, to see which types of
interaction were supported. In line with the theoretical cycle of conceptdriven design, the Design model was used towards this aim. More specifically, the Design model was used in evaluating the foreground and background
interaction with mobile technology in the outdoor lesson.
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5.4.3 Outdoor lesson
In design case 4 (mVisible 2) the students worked on identifying tree species
through their characteristics. The outdoor lesson in design case 4 corresponded to tasks 1–3 in mVisible 1, however the evaluation used two conditions: one using QR codes (Figure 20) and one not using QR codes.

Figure 20: Scanning a QR code on the stem of a tree.

5.4.4 Lessons learnt about the design research process
The Design model was difficult to use without further operationalisation.
The Design concepts were suggested as solution to this problem and as a tool
for reflecting on the interaction with mobile technology in outdoor lessons.
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6 Results and analysis

This chapter describes the results as HCI tools for designing, evaluating and
reflecting on mobile technology for interacting with the physical environment in outdoor lessons’. The results consist of the three design tools: Design guidelines for designing, a Design model for designing and evaluating,
and Design concepts for reflecting on mobile technology for interacting with
the physical environment in outdoor lessons. More in particular, this chapter
presents these design tools and the relations between them. Figure 21 shows
how the design tools can be understood according to Mor’s conceptualisation of the design process (2010b). First, the Design guidelines can be understood as ‘design knowledge’, second, the Design model can be used for
measuring to what extent the design case was successful (Schwartz, et al.,
2008) and therefore understood as a ‘research instrument’, and third, the
Design concepts can be understood as ‘theoretical contributions’ around the
concept of interaction.

Figure 21: Design experiment cycle (Mor, 2010b) with design tools.

The design tools referred to in this thesis are conceptual tools for designing
mobile technology for outdoor lessons. These tools are intended to help designers to develop mobile technology for interacting with the physical environment in outdoor lessons. They are referred to as ‘tools’ rather than methods because in HCI research ‘design methods’ may mean methods for guid55

ing the design process, such as structured brainstorming, Future workshops
or user evaluation.
This chapter describes how the design tools were developed, discussing
the empirical and theoretical support for the final design tools presented.

6.1

Design guidelines

Design guidelines are a common way of reporting results from design research in HCI (Dix, 2010; Dourish, 2006). As a result Design guidelines
have also been suggested in TEL research (Van den Akker, 1999). The Design guidelines presented in this thesis were suggested and evaluated in Papers I and II.
The definition of design guidelines put forward by van den Akker (1999)
was used for rewriting the guidelines from Papers I and II into a consistent
format. In adapting the guidelines to this format some information previously given by the context was instead included in the guideline text. Empirical
evidence motivating the guidelines is not included in the guideline text,
however it is given below each guideline. The definition (Van den Akker,
1999) reads:
“If you want to design intervention X [for the purpose/function Y in context
Z], then you are best advised to give that intervention the characteristics A, B,
and C [substantive emphasis], and to do that via procedures K, L, and M [procedural emphasis], because of arguments P, Q, and R.”.

This definition was suggested for design guidelines for educational research.
It includes the context where the specific guideline is applicable, an emphasis on what to do and on how to do it and arguments for why it should be
done. The term intervention is used for “products, programs, materials, procedures, scenarios, processes, and the like” (ibid, p. 5).
The Design guidelines were developed through video analysis of outdoor
lessons. The analysis used the clustering of video episodes showing different
forms of distraction in the outdoor lesson. The final version has six Design
guidelines, which were developed through the design cycles of design cases
1 and 2.
The Design guidelines have been rephrased since they were presented in
Papers I and II. In the rephrased Design guidelines the ‘intervention’ in van
den Akker’s (1999) definition is “mobile technology for an outdoor lesson”.
What differs is the focus of the intervention, where the design guidelines are
focused on either mobile technology or the outdoor lesson. In the rephrased
Design guidelines, below in italics is what changes between each guideline
and in non-italics is the context given by the outdoor lessons and the research question.
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6.1.1 Design guideline 1: Different functionality of each device
“If you want to design mobile technology for an outdoor lesson, then you are
best advised to give that mobile technology different functionality of each device to allow students to assume different roles based on these differences, because this helps students interact with the physical environment in outdoor
lessons.”

This Design guideline was motivated by the interaction of the students in
design case 2, where they were repeatedly switching their focus between
mobile devices, other group members, and the task. The switching was due
to the design of the mobile technology, with the two different roles provided
by the two mobile devices used in design case 2.

6.1.2 Design guideline 2: Mobile technology as contextual tools
“If you want to design mobile technology for an outdoor lesson, then you are
best advised to give that mobile technology the character of contextual tools
for measuring or probing the physical environment, because this helps students interact with the physical environment in outdoor lessons.”

This Design guideline was motivated by the interaction of the students in
design cases 1 and 2. The students were using the two mobile devices as a
measuring tool, and while the mobile devices were in the foreground of their
interaction they did not interact with the devices at the expense of measuring
the distance. In design cases 3 and 4 this Design guideline was implemented
as the scanning of QR codes to identify tree species.

6.1.3 Design guideline 3: Introduction to outdoor lesson
“If you want to design mobile technology for an outdoor lesson, then you are
best advised to give that outdoor lesson an introduction to unfamiliar aspects
before going outside the classroom, because this helps students prepare for interacting with the physical environment in outdoor lessons.”

This Design guideline was motivated by the need to introduce the tasks and
the mobile technology observed in design cases 1–4. The introduction was
needed because of the novelty of both the task and the technology.

6.1.4 Design guideline 4: Interaction with the physical environment
“If you want to design mobile technology for an outdoor lesson, then you are
best advised to give that outdoor lesson tasks including physical interaction
with the environment, because this helps students interact with the physical
environment in outdoor lessons.”
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This Design guideline is motivated by previous research (Göth, et al., 2006)
suggesting the use of functionality for switching focus between mobile devices and the physical environment. The tasks in design cases 2–4 were designed to include direct interaction with the physical environment. Empirical
evidence from these design cases of students switching focus like this further
confirms the Design guideline.

6.1.5 Design guideline 5: Roles for teachers
“If you want to design mobile technology for an outdoor lesson, then you are
best advised to give that outdoor lesson roles for teachers, because this helps
students interact with the physical environment in outdoor lessons.”

This Design guideline was motivated by the interaction of teachers that were
present in the outdoor lesson of design case 2. The teachers contributed positively to students being able to continue the learning activities. For example
by resolving issues where students experienced technical problems with the
devices. In design case 2 there were also signs of teachers contributing more
than the prescribed by roles they had chosen. In stepping outside their roles,
to scaffold students, the teachers controlled the activity rather than the students.
Because of larger physical distances between students and teachers in design cases 3 and 4, teachers were available via phone but could also go to
help out directly.

6.1.6 Design guideline 6: Face-to-face collaboration
“If you want to design mobile technology for an outdoor lesson, then you are
best advised to give that outdoor lesson face-to-face collaboration, because
this helps students interact with the physical environment in outdoor lessons.”

This Design guideline was motivated by all four design cases having face-toface collaboration with the group members being at talking or shouting distance in all the tasks. The majority of the face-to-face communication in
design cases 2–4 was task related, orientating students towards the physical
environment or alternatively continuing face-to-face communication.

6.2

Design model

One of the earliest proposals of how to design for interaction with technology in HCI research is the Taxonomy of telematics (Buxton, 1995), in this
thesis called Buxton’s model. This is a model (Figure 22) describing what is
in the foreground of human consciousness, the human-human interaction or
the human-computer interaction, or if any one of them are in the back58

ground. Buxton (1995) suggested designers to allow users to make transitions between all four cells, as indicated by the arrows in the figure.

Figure 22: Buxton’s model (Buxton, 1995).

Buxton argued that too much emphasis in HCI research was on placing technology in the foreground, requiring intentional human interaction with the
technology by using the graphical user interface (GUI). Instead, he argued
technology should be designed for other ways of using it, like a tool for conversation, or for video conferencing as seen in the top left. This cell covers
technology that mediates human-human interaction where the technology is
still in the foreground. Complementing these two modes of use are the two
modes where technology is in the background, either in human-human interaction or in human-computer interaction. “Portholes” was a tele-presence
technology for creating casual awareness between research offices. Smart
house technology uses sensors to monitor and adjust, for example, the room
temperature in a building based on patterns of human presence. Smart hous59

es, as described by Buxton’s model, are researched in the field of contextaware computing (Dey, et al., 2001).
Today interaction with technology largely relies on interaction with a
graphical interface, and the mobile technology used in this thesis have a
graphical user interface similar to the ones Buxton (1995) studied. This
would mean that mobile technology still requires intentional human interaction. This understanding can be taken into account when designing mobile
technology for outdoor lessons by not designing for exclusive interaction
with the mobile technology in the foreground.
This original model was applied in Paper II for evaluating the Design
guidelines. In Paper III the model was used for empirically evaluating mobile technology designed for an outdoor lesson. Paper III also suggested
extending the model from four to six cells to explicitly model interaction
with the physical environment. As argued in Paper III, the extension was
needed in order to make the model applicable to interaction with a physical
environment, e.g. outdoors, in comparison with the original model, more
fitted to interaction with a digital environment, e.g. in an office environment.
The extended model, in the thesis referred to as the Design model, was empirically tested in Paper IV. Paper IV can also be seen as a proof of concept,
in that the idea of the extended model is tested at a theoretical level.
The approach in the thesis to mobile technology for outdoor learning is to
design a means for students that allow them to alternate between mobile
technology in the foreground and the physical environment in the foreground
of interaction. The thesis suggests that the Design model, which is Buxton’s
model, should be expanded to include interaction with the environment (Papers III and IV). In the same way as Buxton’s model (1995), the expanded
model highlights what is in the foreground of human consciousness, the
human-human interaction, human-computer interaction or the humanenvironment interaction, or if any one of them are in the background (see
Figure 23). The model was used as a design and evaluation tool as input to
the design research process. In line with concept-driven design, the Design
model provided theoretical support in design case 4, where the outdoor lesson was designed as a structured sequence of switching between interacting
with mobile technology in the foreground and background. Applying the
model in this way helps in designing outdoor lessons where mobile technology is supporting rather than distracting to students.
Building on Buxton (1995), the problem the problem can be understood
as how to design transitions where students can switch between interacting
with mobile technology in the foreground and background of humantechnology interaction (see Figure 23). In this thesis, this translates into how
to design mobile technology for outdoor lessons to orientate students towards task-relevant features of the physical environment.
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Figure 23: Design model with examples from design cases 3 and 4.

6.3

Design concepts

As the border between what is in the foreground and background of interaction is largely dependent on context, the Design model must be operationalised to be meaningful in designing and analysing specific learning designs,
as argued in Paper V. Arvola (2004) expressed the design object of interaction design as interaction with, through, and by means of the interactive system. Figure 24 shows the object of design research in HCI elaborated for
interaction with the physical environment, rather than communication between two people as in Figure 3, p. 23.
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Figure 24: Interacting with (1), through (2), and by means of (3) the interactive
system, for interacting with the physical environment.

In Figure 24 the person on the left is interacting with a mobile device (1),
interacting through the mobile device taking a photo (2), and interacting by
means of the mobile device with a flower in the physical environment (3).
The cells of the Design model are operationalised as interacting with,
through and, interacting by means of mobile technology in Figure 26, p. 65.
Interacting with technology refers to using mobile technology independently of the social or physical environment (corresponding to ‘mobile
technology interaction’ in Figure 23). One example of interacting with mobile technology is typing in text or numbers on a mobile device and getting
feedback, as in design cases 1–2. What characterised this type of interaction
as ‘interaction with mobile technology’ was that, once the students had decided on an estimated size for the area, they only needed the mobile device
to complete the interaction. In this sense, typing in text of numbers and getting feedback is one example of interacting with mobile technology.
Interacting through mobile technology refers to using mobile technology
for framing the social or physical environment. Examples of framing are
when using smartphones as tools for communication or for measuring or
probing the physical environment, e.g. when making phone calls, or taking
photos of characteristics of trees. In the Design model, interacting through
mobile technology corresponds to the bottom and top left cell, where mobile
technology is in the foreground of human-human interaction and humanenvironment interaction. Using a mobile device to take a photo, as in design
cases 3–4, is one example of interacting through mobile technology. What
characterised this type of interaction as ‘interaction through’ was that, the
students needed to have both the leaf or stem of the tree in front of them and
the mobile device to complete the interaction. In this sense, using a mobile
device to take a photo is one example of interacting through mobile technology.
Interacting by means of mobile technology refers to interacting in and between social, digital, or physical environments as structured by the mobile
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technology, e.g. in face-to-face collaboration (structured by technology) or
when the task structure is given by the mobile technology. The students interact directly with the social, digital or physical environment, however they
do this in relation to mobile technology. In the Design model, interacting by
means of mobile technology corresponds to the right cells where mobile
technology is in the background of human-technology interaction. Searching
for a QR code, as in design cases 3–4, is one example of interacting by
means of mobile technology. What characterised this type of interaction as
‘interaction by means of’ was that, once the students had chosen which species to search for, they did not need the mobile device to complete the interaction. In this sense, searching for a QR code is one example of interacting
by means of mobile technology.
The two cells for human-human interaction use the same operationalisation, i.e. interacting through mobile technology for making a ‘mobile phone
call’ and interacting by means of mobile technology for ‘face-to-face collaboration’ (structured by technology). The two cells for human-computer interaction are operationalised as interacting with mobile technology, for ‘mobile technology interaction’ and interaction by means of mobile technology
for ‘QR code-based task structure’ (compare Figure 23, p. 61 and Figure 26,
p. 65).

6.4

From Design guidelines to Design model

The three design tools: the Design guidelines, the Design model, and the
Design concepts may be understood as separate tools or as part of one
framework for designing mobile technology for outdoor lessons. To understand the design tools as a framework, the pairwise relation between the
design tools need to be made explicit.
The relation between the Design concepts and the Design model are
shown in Figure 26, p. 65. This section describes the relation between the
Design guidelines and the Design model both empirically, from their role in
the design research process, and theoretically from the translation of each
Design guideline into Buxton’s model (1995). First it can be observed that
they connect via the design experiment cycle (see Figure 5, p. 33), where
‘design knowledge’ precedes ‘research instruments’ in a design research
process that starts with an empirical study. In the design research process
(see Figure 1, p. 7) the Design guidelines were outcomes from design cases 1
and 2. Both these design cases followed an empirical and analytical cycle. In
the following cycle (design case 3) the Design model was suggested. This
means that the Design guidelines have a temporal relation to the Design
model, where the Design guidelines were suggested years before the Design
model. The Design guidelines also have a semantic relation in that each
guideline was translated into Buxton’s original model (1995) in Paper II. For
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one example see Figure 25. The arrow shows how Design guideline 2: Mobile technology as contextual tools, is intended to create a transition from
human-computer interaction to human-human interaction, or to interaction
with the environment in the foreground.
Design guideline 2: “If you want to design mobile technology for an outdoor
lesson, then you are best advised to give that mobile technology the character
of contextual tools for measuring or probing the physical environment, because this helps students interact with the physical environment in outdoor
lessons.”

Figure 25: Design guideline shown in Buxton’s model (1995) with examples from
design case 2.

6.5

From Design guidelines to Design concepts

The Design concepts can be seen as an additional conceptualisation of the
Design model. In this way they can be expressed as a ‘theoretical contribution’ in the design experiment cycle (see Figure 5, p. 33). This section describes the empirical relation between the Design guidelines and the Design
concepts from their role in the design research process and the theoretical
relation through translations to and from the Design model. In the design
research process the Design guidelines were outcomes of design cases 1 and
2, while the Design concepts were an outcome of design case 4, after two
successive cycles. The relation from Design guidelines to Design concepts
follows from 6.4, and the Design model has a translation to the Design concepts in Figure 26. Using the example in 6.4 it is again possible to translate
Design guideline 2: Mobile technology as contextual tools, to state that it is
intended to create a transition from ‘interacting with’ to ‘interacting through’
mobile technology. A similar reasoning would be possible to make for all six
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of the Design guidelines, however such a detailed analysis is outside the
scope of this thesis.

Figure 26: Design model with Design concepts.
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7 Discussion

Design tools in the form of the suggested conceptual tools, such as Design
guidelines, a Design model, and Design concepts can support the design of
the interaction with the physical environment with, through, and by means of
mobile technology. The design tools were developed through the process of
designing mobile technology for outdoor lessons to give structure to the
design research process. Referring to the possible outcomes of the design
experiment cycle, the design tools are an abstracted form of design
knowledge, research instruments, and theoretical contributions (see Figure 5,
p. 33). The possible outcome labelled ‘useful artefacts’ in the figure is not a
focus of this thesis. However, the design cases use mobile technology already available in schools, which means that the design cases provides examples of how mobile technology can be used in a sustainable way in outdoor lessons.
In the design research process conducted (see Figure 1, p. 7) the theoretical cycle of the concept-driven design started in design tools in design cases
2–4, where the author was part of the design process and ended in design
tools for all four design cases. The concept-driven design research process
(see Figure 4, p. 31) in design cases 2 and 3 was based on the Design guidelines, and design case 4 was based on the Design model. In line with concept-driven design the design cases can be said to manifest concept designs
to feed forward theoretical insights in the form of design tools. From design
cases 1 and 2 the Design guidelines were fed forward into the research field
as theoretical insights. In the same way the theoretical insights from design
case 3 was the Design model and the theoretical insights from design case 4
was the Design concepts.
As the design tools are abstracted from the particular design process of
this thesis, they should be useful and usable in similar design work. The
Design guidelines can guide the design of mobile technology as demonstrated by Winter and Pemberton (2010, 2011), who used an early version of the
Design guidelines for designing a game-based cross-curricular learning activity for primary school students, aged 9-10. The Design guidelines are also
the design tools that have gone through the highest number of design cycles
in the design research process.
The Design model can be used as a research instrument as demonstrated
in Papers III and IV, where the Design model was used in measuring the
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extent to which students interacted with the mobile technology in the way
intended by the design. The Design concepts can be used to clarify which
type of interaction with mobile technology and the physical environment is
intended in the design, as suggested by Paper V.
In addition to the demonstrated usefulness of the design tools in the design research process of this thesis, the resulting design cases are also in line
with what other studies have previously suggested. For example, earlier research suggested careful instructional design (Hsi, 2003) and the delivery of
well-structured information only occasionally (Cole & Stanton, 2003). One
example of well-structured information is design case 3, where the outdoor
lesson was designed as a sequence of tasks that required different types of
interaction with the mobile technology, physical environment, and other
students. Other research suggested investigating both technical and nontechnical navigational aids (Naismith, et al., 2005). One example is that in
design case 2 the students referred to a map of the field, which was shown in
an introductory session, and in design cases 3 and 4 the students used QR
codes to locate the trees they were searching for. As a final example, Göth et
al. (2006) suggested planning for discontinuous usage, planning for focus
switches, only using technologies if it brings added value, not using animations when the player is not focusing on the application, and reducing features as much as possible. This was reflected in all four design cases as the
students were in control of the mobile technology and choose when to use it
and when not to. Design case 4 had planned focus switches, as the Design
model was used in designing the outdoor lesson of design case 4. The last
three suggestions from Göth et al. (2006) have also been taken into account
in the design cases, for example in designing mobile technology as tools for
measuring the environment, through GPS positioning in design cases 1 and
2, or probing, through QR codes in design cases 3 and 4.
The three design tools: Design guidelines, a Design model, and Design
concepts have somewhat different strengths in the design process. The Design guidelines are tools for guiding the design of mobile technology for
outdoor lessons. They are intended to be concrete enough to be useful for
selecting between different design alternatives or for deciding which technology to use. The Design model can be used as a research instrument for
evaluating an outdoor lesson. It is useful for example in undertaking video
analysis of students interacting with mobile technology in outdoor lessons.
The Design model can then be used to identify the learning tasks in which
the mobile technology is distracting students from the content and context
relevant for the learning goals. The Design concepts are primarily tools for
discussing and reflecting on the placement and roles of mobile technology in
the outdoor lesson being designed or evaluated. The Design concepts can be
used with researchers, designers, teachers, and students in designing an outdoor lesson. In this sense the Design concepts can be useful for translating
learning goals into learning tasks, and further into intended interaction with68

in these tasks. The Design concepts can also be useful in the evaluation of an
outdoor lesson for understanding which types of interaction were prominent
for the different learning tasks, and for understanding which tasks that need
to be redesigned and how to redesign them.
Theoretical support for the Design guidelines proposed in this thesis can
be found in Herrington and Herrington (2011), who suggested eleven highlevel design guidelines for using mobile learning in higher education. The
main difference between these design guidelines and the Design guidelines
presented in the thesis is that the design guidelines suggested by Herrington
and Herrington (2011) are more open to designers. The Design guidelines of
this thesis can be said to complement Herrington and Herrington’s design
guidelines. More specifically they can be said to build on the first two design
guidelines (p. 3452): “Real world relevance: Use mobile learning in authentic contexts”, and “Mobile contexts: Use mobile learning in contexts where
learners are mobile”.
Spikol (2010) suggested five design guidelines for designing innovative
prototypes using mobile and ubiquitous technology. These guidelines targeted both research and practice and were all more general than the Design
guidelines suggested in this thesis. The suggested Design guidelines can be
said to complement and further specify Spikol’s design guideline: “Design
for acting and coping with learning in the physical landscape” (p. 58).
Further support for the two specific Design guidelines on mobile technology is available. Design guideline 1: Different functionality of each device,
is supported in roles for coordinating across a fieldtrip and classroom (Hine,
Rentoul, & Specht, 2004) and in using two mobile devices for different tasks
instead of one mobile device for all tasks (Rogers, et al., 2010). Design
guideline 2: Mobile technology as contextual tools, is supported in using
mobile technology for example for measuring moist and light levels and
listening to a sound representing photosynthesis (Rogers, et al., 2004), and in
digitally collecting objects at a museum visit (Vavoula, Sharples, Rudman,
Meek, & Lonsdale, 2009).
When first published, the six Design guidelines presented in this thesis
were only five (Eliasson, Nouri, Ramberg, & Cerratto Pargman, 2010). The
guideline added since then is the Design guideline suggesting designers to
include tasks with physical interaction with the environment in the outdoor
lessons. Apart from adding this sixth Design guideline, the research question
has also been refined from that stated in Eliasson et al. (2010): “how do we
design mobile learning tasks and activities so that the students’ focus is balanced between the devices and the educational tasks at hand?”. Note that this
research question is not limited to interaction with the physical environment.
Therefore it is possible to read this as a broader research question including
interaction with mobile technology, the physical environment, and the social
environment (i.e. other students and teachers).
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Also in line with the theoretical cycle of concept-driven design, the Design
model is based on earlier theoretical work (Buxton, 1995). Since Buxons’
model was suggested it has mostly been used in the context-aware computing research field from sensing and modelling user interaction (VazquezAlvarez & Brewster, 2009). However, Buxton’s model was also an inspiration to early tangible computing research (Ishii & Ullmer, 1997), where the
foreground/background categories inspired the idea of designing for centre/periphery of user’s attention. In both context-aware computing and in
tangible computing research, Buxton’s model has been used for designing
innovative technology rather than for designing mobile technology to support rather than distract students from interaction with the physical outdoor
environment.
The theoretical basis for the Design concepts are the three types of interaction suggested by Arvola (2004), as the object of interaction design. In this
thesis the Design concepts are suggested as tools for researchers and designers for reflecting on which interactions are supported by a prototype of mobile technology. Likewise, Houde and Hill (1997) suggested that designers
ask three types of question through building different kinds of prototypes of
interactive systems. The three questions are about the role of the interactive
system in a users’ life, the ‘look&feel’ of the sensory experience of using the
interactive system, and the how the implementation works technically. The
Design concepts presented in this thesis are geared towards answering questions about ‘look&feel’ of a prototype, by posing detailed questions about
interaction with, through, and by means of mobile technology.
Although this thesis does not try to answer questions about learning quality or learning performance, the contributions may still be relevant for designing learning tasks and activities to meet with learning goals. It can even
be argued that the question of mobile technology as a distraction must be
treated before it is meaningful to introduce mobile technology into outdoor
lessons.
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8 Future work

In this thesis the problem of mobile technology as a distraction has been
approached from an HCI perspective. Taking another perspective may give
other complementing results to the design tools suggested in this thesis. For
instance, a computer science perspective could focus on design of innovative
technology for probing the environment based on for example context-aware
computing, augmented reality or other modalities than vision, such as audio
or tactile feedback. This innovative technology may then be used as a design
material from a HCI perspective. From the perspective of design science in
information systems research, multiple designs could be created and compared on a scale of efficiency. An educational technology, or TEL approach,
could focus on creating multiple designs in order to compare them on the
scale of learning quality and learning performance. A social science approach could focus on observing and interviewing students and teachers in
order to understand and describe the problem of mobile technology as a distraction. This approach could be used as a precursor to the design research
process. An interaction design approach could be to design mobile technology to improve a use situation. This is an approach that is necessarily interrelated with the HCI approach, as the two approaches feed into each other.
All these alternative approaches are possible ways forward from the design tools suggested in this thesis. Staying within the HCI perspective, a
straightforward continuation would be to evaluate the Design concepts presented in this thesis empirically. One step towards this end would be to transcribe and analyse how design choices were made in a design research process where the Design concepts are used and relate the design choices to the
Design concepts.
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9 Concluding remarks

This thesis has investigated tools for designing mobile technology for outdoor lessons. The aim was to understand how mobile technology may distract students in outdoor lessons and how to design mobile technology to
support rather than distract students from interaction with the physical environment. The contributions are a conceptualisation of interaction with mobile technology for outdoor lessons and tools for designing mobile technology to orientate students’ interaction with the physical environment in outdoor lessons. The research question guiding the design research process was:
How can we design, evaluate, and reflect on mobile technology for interacting with the physical environment in outdoor lessons from an HCI perspective? Three design tools corresponding to three different outcomes of the
design experiment cycle were proposed: Design guidelines for guiding the
design of mobile technology for outdoor lessons, a Design model for designing and evaluating mobile technology for outdoor lessons, and Design concepts for reflecting on the placement of mobile technology in outdoor lessons.
In line with the concept-driven design approach, the Design concepts
were proposed as an elaboration on the work on how to design for face-toface situations, by Arvola (2004). They were proposed for reflecting on how
interaction with, through, and by means of mobile technology can be used to
orientate students to interact with the physical environment. One specific
outdoor lesson may use mobile technology designed to orientate students to
interact: with the mobile technology (with the physical environment in the
background); with the physical environment through the mobile technology;
or with the physical environment (with the mobile technology in the background). The outdoor lesson may also include combinations of these three
distinct types of interaction for different learning tasks within the outdoor
lesson.
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Appendix I: Letter of consent
mVisible is a research project where small groups of students use Android
phones and tablets outside the classroom to explore a natural phenomenon.
In mVisible the students are to identify and learn the characteristics of species of plants and trees, and to count the number of trees for each species to
learn what kind of forest they are working in. Plants and trees are tagged
with QR codes, and when scanned with a mobile phone the code gives additional information on the characteristics of each species. A pie chart created
on the Android tablet can then be used to see how the different species are
distributed.
Within the project we plan to perform a study in collaboration with teachers at Rösjöskolan in which we want to study the use of mobile phones and
specific applications in the design of a biology task outdoors. The study is a
follow-up of a previous study, which was held at Rösjöskolan, spring 2011.
The students who participate in the study will take part of activities both
indoors and outdoors where they work with concepts in biology. In the
study, we will collect information using video cameras (video and audio). In
addition to the guidelines and principles that the school has for the handling
of various types of digital information, we will follow a number of ethical
principles in the implementation of this study. In the formulation of this letter, we respect one of these important principles: the principle of consent to
participate in the study. With children as subjects, consent from parents and
school should be obtained.
Participation in the study is voluntary, and if a student would want to
withdraw their participation, they can do so at any time without suffering
any negative consequences for the student. We will store the data collected
in such a way that it is impossible for outsiders to access. We will not use
this data in any way other than for scientific research (writing and publishing
of research articles). This means that we could choose to use pictures of activities in a research publication or presentation.
We are working on the project:
Researcher 1, 2, …
Teacher 1, 2, …
I hereby approve that my child participates in this study:
Parent 1, 2
If you have questions about the study, please contact;
Researcher 1, email, telephone, Teacher 1, email, telephone
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studies commonly build on two assumptions; that the
problem lies in how to match cognitive capacities (like
cognitive load and short term memory) to what capacities are
required to interact with the mobile device. The second
assumption is that the solution is to be found in the design of
the user interface of the device, through ‘minimal attention’
interfaces or making use of other modalities not just relying
on vision [1-3].
Referring to a review of 102 research projects in mobile
learning [4], Göth [5] argues that among the 38 projects
where the learning activities are set in the physical context,
technology is too dominating in 28 of them (70%), In these
projects the devices require continuous attention and
interaction from the students, leading them to focus more on
the devices than intended. This review of related research
work suggests that mobile devices as distraction rather than
support is a problem that is also noted by other researchers.
However, with one exception the solutions suggested are not
elaborated. In the only exception, Göth, Frohberg, &
Schwabe [6], the evaluation of the follow-up study [7]
resulted in only marginal improvements.
These findings are intriguing, especially because we
believe one of the most promising arguments for introducing
mobile devices to learning is to provide students with
opportunities to learn outside the classroom, with direct
access to contents and contexts relevant to the learning goals.
At the same time the challenge is to let technology support
access to, rather than distract from, contents and contexts
relevant for the learning goals. Furthermore, we think that
pedagogical frameworks such as inquiry-based learning
might have an important role to play in introducing mobile
devices with the objective to bring students closer to tangible
and authentic phenomena outside the classroom.

Abstract—We evaluate to what extent students are interacting
with mobile devices in one of four ways intended in the design
of a mobile learning activity. Video data from one class of fifth
grade students were analyzed using a model of four different
types of interaction. The evaluation shows that the students
interacted with the devices in the ways intended in design 64%
of the time. The contribution is an approach for translating
learning goals to interaction design goals in mobile learning
research. We conclude that this approach can be of value in
designing and evaluating interaction with mobile devices for an
entire mobile learning activity.
Keywords-Human-computer interaction; evaluation; mobile
learning; field trip

I.

INTRODUCTION

In primary education in Sweden field trips serve as a
complement to formal education in the classroom. Such field
trips have long been of interest to the mobile learning
research community, because mobile technology may play
an important role in guiding and scaffolding students when
interacting in and with the outdoor environment. However,
the mobile phones, that are there to support the learning
activity, may instead distract from the outdoor environment
relevant to the learning goals.
To meet this challenge we design and analyze a field trip
supported by mobile devices. The research question is: To
what extent are students interacting with mobile devices in
the ways intended in the design of the mobile learning
activity?
The contribution of this paper is an approach for bridging
the distance from pedagogy and didactics to humancomputer interaction in mobile learning research.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In the Design
section we describe the design process. In the Method
section we describe how we use a model of humantechnology interaction for analysis. In the Results section we
map video data to the model. In the Analysis section finally
we compare the results to the design of the activity to see
how and to what extent the students were interacting with the
mobile devices in the ways intended in the design of the
mobile learning activity.
II.

III.

BACKGROUND

In the research field of human-computer interaction,
there have been a number of projects studying the problem
of interacting with mobile devices while on the move. These
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DESIGN

The field trip reported on in this paper is part of a project
called mVisible, aimed at making abstract relations in natural
sciences visible by using mobile devices. Plants and trees are
tagged with QR-codes, and when scanned with a mobile
phone the code gives additional information on the
characteristics of each species. A pie chart on a larger device
can then be used to see how different species are distributed.
The mVisible project is at Stockholm University,
Sweden, in collaboration with a local school. It is intended
for fifth grade students working in groups of three.
Prototyping and field trials were done in spring 2011 and the
main study was done in May/June the same year.
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A. Design Process
The design process of mVisible has been informed by
four areas of research: 1. previous mobile learning research
(as presented above), 2. pedagogy and didactics (inquirybased learning), 3. participatory design with the school
children (future workshop and prototype testing), and 4.
mobile learning interaction design guidelines [8] related to
Buxton’s model of human-technology interaction [9, 10]. In
other words, every step of the human-technology interaction
design loop, here presented as tasks (see below), has been
considered from what we know are problematic in mobile
learning design, together with the project’s perspectives on
pedagogy and didactics.
In the following we will focus on the model of humantechnology interaction, and how we use it as a tool for a
systematic design and evaluation of the mVisible study in
order to answer our research question.

Figure 1. Model of human-technology interaction (adapted from [9]),
with examples from mVisible

D. Mobile Learning Activity
The mobile learning activity starts with a group of
students going to one of four different areas in the forest
behind the school. They arrive at a “nature square”, an area
of 10x10 meters, which has been prepared with white tape
markings on each side of it. Each student has a mobile
device, a smartphone, and there is one common device, a
pad, belonging to each area.
The activity was designed as a sequence of seven tasks
(see TABLE I. ), where each task feeds into the next task.
The seven tasks were designed to play out as follows; All
three students in the group use their mobile devices to scan
the QR code for the nature square they arrive at (task 1). The
code initializes the mobile devices to show a list of what
species are available in the current nature square. On the
common device, the students together read the task
instruction (task 2) to identify each species. The students
then use their mobile devices individually to scan QR codes
attached to each species to identify them and take photos of
what is characteristic for each species (task 3). The students
are intended to interact directly with the species and
investigate their characteristics, and thereby taking one step
towards the open-ended exploration of phenomena in
inquiry-based learning. For task 4, the three students
reconvene at the common device, where they use a pie chart
to calculate the distribution of trees in the area. Also on the
common device, they get task 5 to define what type of forest
they are in based on the distribution of trees in the area. They
are then asked to video film while they explain to each other
why this forest type is growing at this particular place (task
6). The last part of the activity is a preparation for a followup analysis indoors. Therefore they are asked to together fill
out a paper-based form summarizing their findings (task 7).
In the design of the mobile learning activity the students
were intended to interact with devices, people and context in
a structured way.

B. Model of Human-Technology Interaction
Figure 1. shows one of the earliest conceptualizations of
human-technology interaction in the human-computer
interaction (HCI) research field. In it’s basic form, it is
model of what is in the foreground of human consciousness,
the human-human interaction (HHI:FG) or the humancomputer interaction (HHI:BG), or if any one of them are in
the background (HCI:FG and HCI:BG). Buxton’s [9]
argument was that too much emphasis in HCI was on placing
technology in the foreground, requiring intentional human
interaction with the technology by using a graphical user
interface.
The examples in Figure 1. are taken from mVisible.
Interacting with the mobile devices is in the bottom left
corner, where the human-computer interaction is in the
foreground. Using the common device to make a phone call
is in the top left corner, where the (technology mediated)
human-human interaction is in the foreground. In the topright corner we find the example of face-to-face
collaboration in the mobile learning activity, where
technology is in the background. In the bottom right corner
we have the task structure controlled by QR codes, with
technology in the background.
C. Inquiry-Based Learning
In designing the study we adopted the pedagogical
framework of inquiry-based learning. Inquiry-based learning
prototypically involves learner-centered and non-structured
investigations that are based on student’s own choice of
questions and hypothesis, observations of phenomena, and
the procedures involved in the inquiry process [11, 12].
However, it is argued that more structured and guided
inquiry activities are preferable if the indented students are
young and lack experience of inquiry [11]. As this is the case
in this study, we have chosen to have a high degree of
structure to guide the students through the inquiry-based
mobile learning activity.

E. Intended Interaction Mapped to the Model of HumanTechnology Interaction
The last column of TABLE I. shows the intended
interaction expressed in the model of human-technology
interaction as the Intended outcome. The last column then
describes the criteria for success for each task. The
percentages in the model of human-technology interaction
are estimations derived from what the students are intended
to interact with (devices, people, context) and the number of
students in each group.
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TABLE I.
Task
1

Task 7 was designed for most interaction to not require
technology, which is outside the scope of the model. Still
some interaction is to be done in relation to technology, e.g.
rescanning species marked with QR-codes, looking up
species collected on the individual device and using the list
of species as a reference for filling out the form.

TASKS, INTENDED INTERACTION AND INTENDED OUTCOME
Interacting with
Devices

2

People/Devices

3

Context/Devices

4

People/Context/Devices

5

People/Devices

6

People/(Context)

7

People/(Context/Devices)

Intended outcome (%)
0
0
100 0
0
33
66
0
0
0
50 50
0
33
33 33
0
33
66
0
50 50
0
0
0
33
33 33

IV.

METHOD

A. Participants
Seven groups of three students, 21 in total, took part in
the study. The students were from the same fifth grade class,
participating in the study as part of their mathematics and
natural sciences curriculum. The groups were formed by
their mathematics teacher in collaboration with their natural
sciences teacher. Apart from which students were known to
be able to work together and which students were not, the
teachers used high heterogeneity as the basis for group
formations. Six out of seven groups had both female and
male students and the differences in knowledge were equally
large in all seven groups.

Task 1 is designed to have students interact with their
individual mobile devices and require no interaction with the
other group members. In the model this translates to humancomputer interaction with technology in the foreground. In
TABLE I. this is shown as 100% of the interaction time in
the bottom left corner (HCI:FG).
In task 2 each student can either read through the
instruction silently, or one student can read the instruction
aloud. The other two students can then interact with the first
student, rather than interacting directly with the common
device. With three students in each group, and equal
emphasis on reading silently and reading aloud, the intended
outcome is 66% in the bottom left corner (all three students
from one group and one of three student from the next
group) and 33% the top right corner of the model.
In task 3, students are to identify species and take photos
of what they think is characteristic for each species (the
photos are to be used in a follow-up discussion indoors). In
doing this they individually interact with context, placing
technology in the background, which corresponds to the
bottom right corner in the model. Students are also intended
to read descriptions of species on their individual devices,
which corresponds to interaction in the bottom left corner in
the model. The third task is designed to put equal emphasis
on these two categories, 50% in each.
In task 4 only one student can interact with the common
device at a time. Still the group is to calculate the distribution
of trees and define the forest type together, meaning that the
students need to interact within the group to construct the
required answers. This is the only task where students are
required to interact with all three; people, context and
devices. The task is designed to allow for all categories of
human interaction with technology equally, except humanhuman interaction with technology in the foreground (topleft). This category is not included as phone calls are
intended to be used as a last resort.
In task 5 intended interaction was the same as in task 2.
In task 6 the students are intended to video film each
other while explaining the conditions necessary for a certain
forest type to grow. This requires them to interact within the
group. The two categories on the top are intended to occur
equally often.

B. Data Collection and Analysis
The primary data used for analysis is video from
handheld video cameras following each group in the field.
Stationary wide-angle cameras covering each 10x10 meter
square were used as a complement when one or more
participants were outside the frame of the handheld close-up
camera. Only video was used for the transcription.
In total 274 minutes of close-up video data and additional
wide-angle data were transcribed. For each group, one
student was chosen at random and her interaction was
categorized into the four different categories of the model of
human-technology interaction. The video of each group was
first segmented into the seven tasks. For each segment, the
total time spent in each category was transcribed. Examples
from each category can be found in Figure 1.
For each task, the mapping (m) between intended
outcome (e) and the outcome (o) was calculated as the mean
of the outcome divided by the intended outcome for the
categories where interaction was intended to be found (1).

(1)
In the analysis, the transcripts for each segment were
mapped back to the type of interaction (devices, people or
context) designed for in each task, in order to see to what
extent the students were interacting with the mobile devices
in the ways intended in the design of the mobile learning
activity.
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V.

VI.

RESULTS

(2)

VII. DISCUSSION

In task 7, which was to fill in a paper-based form most
interaction occurred outside the scope of the model. In this
task 44 of 58 minutes of the total interaction was outside the
model. This corresponds to 76%, which is a high percentage
compared to the first six tasks, where total interaction outside
the model was only 3% (6 minutes).
The non-mixed group had more interaction in category
HHI:BG (47%) than the other groups (avg. 15% in HHI:BG).
TABLE II.
Task
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

The analysis shows that it is possible to design and
evaluate interaction with devices the way we suggest. The
evaluation offers an overview of interaction with mobile
devices in a mobile learning activity. This overview can then
be used for further analysis and re-design of specific parts of
the activity. The analysis also shows that it is possible to use
the model to compare the outcome of different tasks. For
example we can see that HHI:BG is higher for task 3 and 4,
where students were intended to interact with context, than
for other tasks.
Currently the mapping values are not very meaningful in
isolation. In the current version of the model the mapping for
one task should rather be seen in relation to the mapping for
another task of the same learning activity than something
absolute. As there is no standard format for evaluating
interaction with devices, in the mobile learning activities we
design for, it will not be enough just to report on the final
mapping, without describing what led up to the result 64%.
The evaluation of interaction with devices has two parts;
operationalization of the intended interaction and comparison
of the outcome with the intended outcome.
First we needed to operationalize the interaction with
devices, people and context intended in the design of the
mobile learning activity to create a reference point. For the
translation of intended interaction to interaction with mobile
devices, we used the model of human-technology interaction.

OUTCOME/INTENDED OUTCOME FOR EACH TASK

Intended
Outcome
outcome (%)
(%)
0
9
0
0
100 0
91
0
0
3
0
33
66
0
84 12
3
24
0
0
50 50
17 55
0
23
0
33
33 33
43 34
0
18
0
33
66
0
77
5
20 35
50 50
0
0
46
0
16 25
0
33
33 33
53
6
Mean mapping (%)

ANALYSIS

If 64% mapping is a high or a low number we do not
know until we have other studies to compare this number
with. Still this number can be used as a starting point for
analyzing what did and what did not work in the design of
the mobile learning activity.
From looking at task 1, 2 and 5, we see that the students
were interacting with devices in the foreground, as HCI:FG
was the dominating category. This was also intended in these
tasks as they were designed to require no interaction with
context and little interaction with the other students.
In task 6 followed by task 7 students were interacting
with each other to a certain extent. From column “Interacting
with” in TABLE I. we see that this was also intended in the
design of task 6 and 7 of the mobile learning activity.
HCI:BG was most present in task 3 and 4. TABLE I.
shows that these tasks were the only ones where students
were intended to interact with context.
In task 7 much interaction was between students without
technical structuring. The task was to fill in a paper-based
form, which then instead can be said to provide the structure
needed. Because much of the interaction occurred outside the
model, the percentages in the model have less weight. This
means that the model is not well fitted for tasks that are
largely without technical structuring.
The non-mixed group had more interaction in category
HHI:BG than the other groups. The group also had the
largest share of interaction in HHI:FG. This means that they
solved the tasks by interacting with people to a larger extent
than the other groups.

TABLE II. shows that task 1, followed by 2 and 5 had
HCI:FG as the dominating category (91%, 84% and 77%). In
these tasks students were intended to interact with devices or
with people and devices. HCI:BG is most present in task 3
(55%), followed by task 4 (34%), where the students were
intended to interact with context to some extent. Category
HHI:FG and HHI:BG is most present in task 6 (20% + 35%),
where the students were intended to film each other
describing the forest type, followed by task 7 (16% + 25%),
where they were to fill in the paper-based form.
Mapping between outcome and intended outcome ranges
from a high of 91% for task 1, of scanning the QR code for
the nature square, to a low mapping of 42% for task 2, of
reading the task instruction. For all tasks, most interaction
were in the categories intended, where task 4 only have
interaction in the these categories, while task 3 has
interaction in two categories (HCI:FG and HCI:BG), outside
the intended categories, and the remaining tasks has on one
category each outside the intended categories. Task 6 has the
largest share of interaction outside the categories intended,
with 46% in HCI:FG, followed by task 3 with 27% outside.
Task 7 has the next lowest mapping, with 45%, but only 16%
outside the intended categories.
Mean mapping (s) across the tasks (t) were 64% (2).

Mapping: Outcome/
Intended outcome (%)
91
42
62
81
69
54
45
64
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How simple it is to do the translation is highly dependent on
the conceptual distance between intended interaction with
devices, people and context and the model. The translation
then sets a theoretical limit to the intended outcome on how
well it can reflect the outcome.
Second we compared how students interacted with the
devices in a mobile learning activity to how they were
intended to interact with devices, people and context. In
doing the comparison we related HHI:FG and HHI:BG to
“Interacting with people”. This should be quite straight
forward as the two HHI categories corresponds to all
(technology related) interaction between people. What might
not be as straight forward is the relations between
“Interacting with computers”, “Interacting with context” and
the two HCI categories respectively. The strict relation
between HCI:FG and “Interacting with computers” could be
questioned as it might not include all interaction with
computers. There might, for example, be individual
interaction unrelated to interacting with context. The strict
relation between HCI:BG and “Interacting with context”
could also be questioned as there could be interaction with
context where technology is in the foreground of this
interaction. An expansive model taking these interactions
into account can be seen in Figure 2.
The translation from interaction with devices, people and
context to the model of human-technology interaction is also
a step from pedagogy and didactics to human-computer
interaction. In this sense our evaluation suggests a way of
bridging these two areas in mobile learning research.
The reason we can do this kind of evaluation at all is that
we start from a set of learning goals from pedagogy and
didactics. In interaction design such high level goals are not
always available. Interaction design goals may instead
emerge from problems identified in current practice. In our
case the high level learning goals are translated to interaction
design goals and expressed in terms of intended interaction.
If we had no learning goals and interactions design goals to
start from, it would be impossible to do the evaluation as we
would have nothing to compare the results to. The presence
of learning goals is a feature of mobile learning research that
makes it possible to evaluate the design of mobile learning
activities, from a human-computer interaction perspective.
Still, evaluations of the design, and especially of entire
learning activities, are rare [13, 14]. One reason for this
might be that there are many things that are difficult to
control for both in the design process and in a field trial.

Figure 2. Model of contextual human-technology interaction with
examples from mVisible
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ABSTRACT
We design a mobile learning activity with the aim of supporting inquiry-based learning and analyze it to understand how
students interact with mobile devices. For analysis we use a model of contextual human-technology interaction, which is
an expansion of an older model by Buxton (1995). Our research question is: How can student interaction in a mobile
learning activity be described in the model of contextual human-technology interaction? We approach this question by
analyzing an eight minute long video clip of a group of three students using mobile devices for calculating the
distribution of trees in a forest area. We categorize the results in six different ways of interacting with technology
according to the model. The analysis shows how the model of contextual human-technology interaction can be used for
describing placement of technology in mobile learning activities when students are mobile in and between contexts
relevant for their learning goals.
KEYWORDS
Human-Computer Interaction, Conceptual Model, Mobile Learning, Field Trip

1. INTRODUCTION
In primary education in Sweden field trips serve as a complement to formal education in the classroom. Such
field trips have long been of interest to the mobile learning research community, because mobile technology
may play an important role in guiding and scaffolding students when interacting in and with the outdoor
environment. However, the mobile phones that are there to support the learning activity, may instead distract
from the outdoor environment relevant to the learning goals.
In a previous paper (Eliasson et al., forthcoming) we designed a field trip supported by mobile devices.
Inquiry-based learning was adopted as the pedagogical framework for the learning tasks of identifying
species of plants, calculating distribution of trees and explaining the forest type. In this previous paper we
suggested a model of contextual human-technology interaction (Figure 1). The model is an expansion of a
model by Buxton (1995), where we have added the two bottom squares to account for human-context
interaction. The hypothesis is that the added squares will make the model more suitable for analyzing humantechnology interaction in mobile learning activities, where students are mobile in and between contexts
relevant for their learning goals.
To test this hypothesis we analyze an eight-minute long video clip from the same field trip, but on a more
detailed level. The clip shows a group of three students using a pie chart on a mobile device with a larger
display to calculate the distribution of trees in a forest area. The reason for doing this second analysis is to
provide a description of each of the six types of interaction and give examples of each type of interaction
from the field trip. To give an account of the whole activity in the analysis we adopt the theoretical
perspective of Activity-Based Communication Analysis (Allwood, 2007) as framing. The analysis is bottomup where we start from the video data, framed by the theoretical perspective, and end in the model of
contextual human-technology interaction.
The research question for this paper is: How can student interaction in a mobile learning activity be
described in the model of contextual human-technology interaction?
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The contribution of this paper is applying the model of contextual human-technology interaction to
identify how mobile technology can be placed in a mobile learning activity.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In the Design section we describe the mobile learning activity in
seven tasks, with going into detail on how students were intended to interact with the mobile devices in each
task. In the Method section we present the theoretical framework, the model of contextual human-technology
interaction and the techniques and tools used for data collection and analysis. In the Results section we map
video data into one of the six categories of the conceptual model.

2. BACKGROUND
In the research field of human-computer interaction, there have been a number of projects studying the
problem of interacting with mobile devices while on the move. These studies commonly build on two
assumptions. The first assumption is that the problem lies in how to match cognitive capacities (like
cognitive load and short term memory) to what capacities are required to interact with the mobile device. The
second assumption is that the solution is to be found in the design of the user interface of the device, through
‘minimal attention’ interfaces or making use of other modalities not just relying on vision (Pascoe et al.,
2000, Oulasvirta et al., 2005, Lumsden and Brewster, 2003).
Referring to a review of 102 research projects in mobile learning (Frohberg et al., 2009), Göth (2009)
argues that among the 38 projects where the learning activities are set in the physical context, technology is
too dominating in 28 of them (70%). In these projects the devices require continuous attention and interaction
from the students, leading them to focus more on the devices than intended. This review of related research
work suggests that mobile devices as distraction rather than support is a problem that is noted by other
researchers. However, with one exception the solutions suggested are not elaborated. In the only exception,
Göth, Frohberg, & Schwabe (2006), the evaluation of the follow-up study (Göth and Schwabe, 2010) resulted
in only marginal improvements.
These findings are intriguing, especially because we believe one of the most promising arguments for
introducing mobile devices to learning is to provide students with opportunities to learn outside the
classroom, with direct access to contents and contexts relevant to their learning goals. At the same time the
challenge is to let technology support access to, rather than distract from, contents and contexts relevant to
the learning goals. Furthermore, we think that pedagogical frameworks such as inquiry-based learning
(Bruner, 1961, Dewey, 1910) might have an important role to play in introducing mobile devices with the
objective to bring students closer to tangible and authentic phenomena outside the classroom.

3. DESIGN
The field trip reported on in this paper is part of a project called mVisible, aimed at making abstract relations
in natural sciences visible by using mobile devices. Plants and trees are tagged with QR-codes, and when
scanned with a mobile phone the code gives additional information on the characteristics of each species. A
pie chart on a larger device can then be used to see how different species are distributed.
The mVisible project is at Stockholm University, Sweden, in collaboration with a local school. It is
intended for fifth grade students working in groups of three. Prototyping and field trials were done in spring
2011 and the main study was done in May/June the same year.

3.1 Design Process
The design process of mVisible has been informed by four areas of research: 1. previous mobile learning
research (as presented above), 2. pedagogy and didactics (inquiry-based learning), 3. participatory design
with the school children (future workshop and prototype testing), and 4. mobile learning interaction design
guidelines (Eliasson et al., 2011) related to Buxton’s model of human-technology interaction (Buxton, 1995,
Eliasson and Ramberg, forthcoming). In other words, every step of the human-technology-context interaction
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design loop, here presented as seven tasks (see below), has been considered from what we know is
problematic in mobile learning design, together with the project’s perspectives on pedagogy and didactics.
In the following we will focus on the model of contextual human-technology interaction, and how we use
it as a tool for analyzing video data from the mVisible project in order to answer our research question: How
can student interaction in a mobile learning activity be described in the model of contextual humantechnology interaction?

3.2 Model of Contextual Human-Technology Interaction
One of the earliest conceptualizations of human-technology interaction in the human-computer interaction
(HCI) research field is a two by two model called the Taxonomy of telematics (Buxton, 1995). This is a
model of what is in the foreground of human consciousness, the human-human interaction or the humancomputer interaction, or if any one of them are in the background. Buxton (1995) suggested designers to
make it possible for users to make transitions between all four ways of interacting with technology. Buxton’s
argument was that too much emphasis in HCI was on placing technology in the foreground, requiring
intentional human interaction with the technology by using a graphical user interface.
When evaluating interaction with mobile devices in our previous paper (Eliasson et al., forthcoming) we
identified a problem in using the Buxton model for describing interaction with the physical context as
supported by mobile devices. The problem was that some instances of individual interaction with context
were not captured by the category “human-computer interaction with technology in the background”. This
problem raised the need for a model that could be used to describe human-context interaction.
In our previous paper we suggested an expansion of the original model to better account for humancontext interaction. This adds two new possibilities, where the physical context is either in the foreground or
in the background of human consciousness. Figure 1 shows the model with the two added squares for humancontext interaction.

Figure 1. Model of contextual human-technology interaction

3.3 Mobile Learning Activity
The mobile learning activity starts with a group of students arriving at one of four different areas in the forest
behind the school. The area is 10x10 meters and has been prepared with white tape markings on each side of
it. Each student has a mobile device, a smartphone, and there is one common device, a pad with a larger
display, belonging to each area.
The activity was designed as a sequence of seven tasks, where each task feeds into the next task. The
seven tasks were designed to play out as follows; All three students in the group use their mobile devices to
scan the QR code for the 10x10 m area they arrive at. The code initializes the mobile devices to show a list of
what species are available in the current area. On the common device, the students read the task instruction to
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identify each species. The students use their mobile devices individually to scan QR codes attached to each
species to identify them and take photos of what is characteristic for each species. For the next task, the three
students reconvene at the common device, where they use a pie chart to calculate the distribution of trees in
the area. Also on the common device, they get the task to define what type of forest they are in based on the
distribution of trees in the area. They are then asked to video film while they explain to each other why this
forest type is growing at this particular place.
The last part of the activity is a preparation for a follow-up analysis indoors. Therefore they are asked to
fill out a paper-based form summarizing their findings. They note which species they found, what
characterizes each species, the distribution of trees, what forest type the distribution point to and what
conditions are required for this forest type to grow.
The analysis in this paper is based on the fourth task of calculating the distribution of trees. However,
each task has to be performed for the next task to be consistent.

3.4 Interacting with Devices
The two types of devices used in the mobile learning activity, the individual smartphones and the common
pad, were intended to be used in a certain way for each one of the seven tasks. From an inquiry-based
learning perspective both devices were used to structure the activity in the seven tasks. The mobile device
was also used to give students in-situ descriptions of species and the pie chart on the common device was
used to investigate the distribution of trees.
In the fourth task the students were intended to interact with the common device to calculate the
distribution of trees and to define the type of forest they were currently studying.

3.5 Interacting with People
In the mobile learning activity the students could interact directly with the two students in the same group or
with a teacher and a technical help by calling them on the common device. The option to use the common
device to call for help was available to the students throughout the whole mobile learning activity. The
students were asked not to interact with the researcher manning the close-up camera and the researcher was
asked not to answer questions from the group.
In the fourth task one student could interact with the common device at a time. Still the group were to
calculate the distribution of trees and define the forest type together, meaning that the students needed to
interact within the group to construct the required answers.

3.6 Interacting with Context
The students were intended to interact directly with the species and investigate their characteristics in task
number three and four. This investigation was one step towards the open-ended exploration of phenomena in
inquiry-based learning.
In the fourth task they were to count the number of trees of each species in the 10x10 m area, to be able to
calculate the distribution of trees.

4. METHOD
Activity-based communication analysis (ACA) (Allwood, 2007) was used as a theoretical framework for
analysis. We use the MUMIN multimodal coding scheme (Allwood et al., 2007) as a basis for transcription
and annotation.

4.1 Participants
Seven groups of three students, 21 in total, took part in the study. The students were from the same fifth
grade class, participating in the study as part of their mathematics and natural sciences curriculum. The
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groups were formed by their mathematics teacher in collaboration with their natural sciences teacher. Apart
from which students were known to be able to work together and which students were not, the teachers used
high heterogeneity as the basis for group formations. Six out of seven groups had both female and male
students and the differences in background knowledge on the subject was as large as possible in all seven
groups. Figure 2 shows the group for which the analysis is done.

Figure 2. Still from the video showing the group, the common device (right) and one mobile device (middle)

4.2 Data Collection and Analysis
We analyze an 8 minutes and 23 seconds long video clip of one group using a pie chart in task 4 to calculate
the distribution of trees. The primary data used for analysis is from a handheld video camera. A stationary
wide-angle camera covering each 10x10 meter square was used as a complement when one or more
participants were outside the frame of the handheld close-up camera. Only video was used for the
transcription and annotation.
The video of each group was first segmented into the seven tasks described in the mVisible mobile
learning activity section.
The criteria for choosing a video segment for analysis were that interactions of all three students were
visible on the video. Task four was chosen for analysis because this was the only task where the students
were intended to interact with people, context and devices. This means that we would expect to see
interaction in all three types in the model: Human-Human Interaction, Human-Computer Interaction and
Human Context Interaction.
In the analysis, the transcripts for each segment were mapped back to the type of interaction (devices,
people or context) designed for in each task, in order to see to what extent the students were interacting with
the mobile devices in the ways intended in the design of the mobile learning activity.
Interaction of each student in the group was categorized into the six categories of the model of contextual
human-technology interaction. All interaction in the clip was successfully categorized into the model.

5. RESULTS
The clip shows the three participants P1, P2 and P3 interacting with the common device, with their mobile
devices, with each other, with a teacher, T1, via speakerphone and with the trees and plants around them.
In the first half of the clip the three students are interacting with the common device and their individual
devices in creating the pie chart. In the second half they are rather interacting with the teacher T1 via
speakerphone. In the examples below, she is used for both sexes.
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5.1 Interactions Identified in the Clip
In the clip the students use in total 26 gestures, gaze and head movements. They use two iconic gestures and
17 indexical gestures. Student P2 is gesturing slightly more (9) than student P1 and P3 (5 + 5). P1 and P2
uses gaze indexically twice. P1 uses her head indexically once and P2 twice. These gestures, gazes and head
movements are used as evidence for certain interactions in the examples below. Indexical gestures, gazes and
head movements can be seen as evidence of interaction with people, devices or context as the gestures are cooccurring with speech. Speech can then be used to interpret what is going on.
Below, we provide one or more examples for each one of the six types of interaction in the model of
contextual human-technology interaction (Figure 3). In the cases where we do not find evidence of a certain
type of interaction in indexical gestures, gazes and head movements, we provide a discussion.
Mobile phone call: The group decides to call for help in identifying the Goat Willow tree. They call T1
using the speakerphone:
[speakerphone is ringing]
T1: T1 here.
P1: Hello.
T1: Who’s speaking?
P1: P1.

T1 answers the phone. P1 uses the speakerphone to communicate with T1. This is an example where
technology is in the foreground of human-human interaction (see Figure 3) as communication is mediated by
the phone.
Face-to-face collaboration: Student P2 talks to P1 and P3 and describes the characteristic of pine trees.
P3 answers back.
[P1 interacts with the pie chart (to input the number of pine trees)]
P2: It is those pine tree. With these huge. Look here P1, it is these very
tall trunks lots of needles up there, you know.
P3: Right.

P2 talks to the other group members who are standing next to her. She does not use technology, but still
what she says is structured by technology in the form of a task structure that she is aware of. Framed like this
face-to-face communication is and example human-human interaction with technology in the background.
Mobile device interaction: At the start of the clip, the three students are to unlock the next instruction on
the common device. To do this you need to use one code from each of the three individual devices. This code
was called a “mobile code” and it became available on the individual device when all but one species had
been identified (when the QR codes for these species had been scanned).
[P1 interacts with the common device]
P1: What am I supposed to click?

Student P1 moves to the common device and starts interacting with it. Mobile device interaction ends
with P1 asking the other two students how to unlock the common device. In the model this change in focus
can be described as a transition from human-computer interaction with technology in the foreground to
human-human interaction with technology in the foreground (from the middle left square to the upper left
square).
Individually interacting with the device is an example where technology is in the foreground of humancomputer interaction, while pointing to contents on the screen and interacting with other students is an
example where technology is in the foreground of human-human interaction.
QR-code based task structure: P2 takes a break from the current activity to confirm that they are
working on the correct task.
[P2 looks at the common device]
P2: Alright we’re there

The seven tasks provide a structure that occasionally puts technology in the foreground, for example
when going from one task to the next or commenting on the current activity, and occasionally lets students
interact with technology in the background, for example when it is used as a frame for the current activity.
Take photo of species: P2 walks away from the other two students to a QR-code on a tree and scans it.
[P2 scans a QR-code on a fir tree]
P2: Fir

P2 identifies the fir tree by scanning it. She then gets the name of the tree and some information of what
characterizes it. The individual devices can be used to scan QR-codes. In doing this they are mediating the
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human-context interaction and in addition to confirming that the correct species is identified, they also give
additional information on the characteristics of each species when a QR-code is scanned. This is an example
of human-context interaction with technology in the foreground. Another use where technology is in the
foreground of human-context interaction is when the students are taking photos of what is characteristic for
each species.
Search for species: P1 interacts with the pie chart on the common device, which provides a structure for
the activity. She tells the other students which species needs to be counted next. P2 counts the pine trees.
[P2 points to the pine trees and starts counting them]
P2: One, two, three, four...

When P2 starts counting she also points indexically towards the pine trees. Pointing towards the pine tree
can be seen as interacting with context. Technology is in the background as it structures the activity.

Figure 3. Model of contextual human-technology interaction with examples taken from the mVisible project

6. DISCUSSION
Given that the students are to interact with each other, with devices and with learning contexts in a certain
way in order to reach certain learning goals, the model can be used as a tool for designing mobile devices and
activities to support this interaction. The two squares on the bottom of the model may then be used in
designing for mobile learning activities where students are mobile in and between contexts relevant for their
learning goals.
The model is an improvement from the original model of only four squares in that it makes it easier to
map video data of students interacting with context to the model. It is an improvement because all interaction
in the eight minute long video clip could be described by using the model. But the model might still need
improvements. The two new squares bring new choices, which makes it more difficult to map activity into
one single square. Most difficult to discriminate is between the squares where technology is in the
background. In our data there are instances where the students use their individual devices in searching for
species while they communicate with the other students. In this case it can be argued that the data should be
mapped to any of the three squares where technology is in the background; human-human interaction,
human-computer interaction and human-context interaction. This potential problem with the design of the
model could be solved to some extent by using a three-dimensional model instead. The reason we do not
choose to redesign the model into three or even four dimensions is that we want it to be as simple as possible.
A model with more dimensions might be easier to use for someone who knows it by heart, but as a tool for
design and analysis without prior training a two dimensional model should be more attractive.
The analysis also offers an overview of six types of interactions with mobile devices in a mobile learning
activity. This overview can then be used for further analysis and re-design of specific parts of the activity, for
example to have tasks aimed at collaboration, interaction with devices or individual investigation of an
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outdoor environment. The analysis also indicates that it is possible to use the model to compare the outcome
of different tasks.
The model can be used as a tool for designing for six ways of interacting with mobile devices. These six
ways of interacting with mobile devices can then be used in designing for mobility, especially the two ways
of interacting with context. These six ways of interacting with mobile devices can also be used in designing
for learning based on interaction with other students, devices or contexts.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The model of contextual human-technology interaction can help us both in designing and in analyzing mobile
learning activities where students are mobile in and between contexts relevant for their learning goals. In
analyzing mobile learning activities, the model helps us understand the role of mobile devices. In designing
such mobile learning activities, the model helps us understand how to place mobile devices to support
students in reaching learning goals based on interaction with other students, devices or context.
In future work we want to evaluate the model of contextual human-technology interaction further, based
on video data from different mobile learning activities, to allow for comparisons. We also want to go back to
mobile learning activity to re-design it in line with the evaluation.
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Abstract. Smartphones are increasingly being used on field trips to support
students in exploring the natural world. In this paper we present a design and
analysis of an inquiry-based learning field trip for primary school students. One
problem for design is how to make use of smartphones to support, rather than
distract, students in interacting with the physical environment. We approach
this problem by comparing two alternative designs, where students use smartphones for identifying tree species either by using an identification instrument
or by reading a text description. The results show that students made use of the
instrument for identification, QR codes, for identifying tree species and made
use of the text descriptions for searching for tree species. In this sense, QR
codes, connecting contextual information on smartphones to the physical environment, work as a learning tool that may be used for orienting students in their
interaction with the physical environment.
Keywords: Human-Computer Interaction, Interaction Design, Mobile Learning, Inquiry-Based Learning.

1

Introduction

Mobile technologies can be used to enrich learning experiences that take place outside
the classroom. For instance, smartphones present features that allow learners to easily
access, manipulate and share information. Moreover, they facilitate learners the
access to their own resources, apps, and the Internet. The use of smartphones also
make it possible for students to take photos and video, manipulate and share these.
Together with positioning technologies, the use of smartphones may also help students in identifying relevant targets for their own learning goals; learning about their
surroundings, when the digital information is tied to physical location. Taken together, mobile technologies can be used to orient students’ focus in outdoor lessons.
On a small scale, mobile technologies have been used on field trips to support
students in exploring the natural world. A few examples from earlier research are
support for bird and butterfly watching [1, 2], visiting a botanical garden [3] or learning about woodland ecology [4]. Students may also use smartphones as tools for
surveying or probing the environment they are visiting [5]. However, research in this
field has found that introducing smartphones in field trips may lead students to focus
on the technology rather than on the physical environment [3, 6-8].
D. Hernández-Leo et al. (Eds.): EC-TEL 2013, LNCS 8095, pp. 436–441, 2013.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2013
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The field trip reported on in this paper is part of a project called mVisible, aimed at
making abstract relations in natural sciences visible, tangible and concrete by using
mobile technology. The learning tasks targeted in mVisible are framed within a structured inquiry-based learning process, with certain learning goals. The specific task
focused on in this paper is for students to identify tree species, by using smartphones.
The particular design problem of this paper is how to make use of smartphones to
support, rather than distract, students in interacting with the physical environment.
We approach this problem by comparing student interaction with smartphones in one
design with QR codes and one design without QR codes. The comparison does not
focus on learning quality and performance, however the comparison of student interaction with smartphones may be relevant for designing learning tasks and activities
to meet with learning goals. The research question that guides the study is: How can
we use mobile technology to support students in interacting with the physical environment in outdoor lessons?

2

Related Work

In the research field of human-computer interaction, there have been a number of
projects studying the problem of interacting with mobile technology while on the
move. These studies commonly build on two assumptions; where the first assumption
is that the problem lies in how to match cognitive capacities (like cognitive load and
short term memory) to what capacities are required to interact with the mobile technology. The second assumption is that the solution is to be found in the design of the
user interface of the smartphone, through ‘minimal attention’ interfaces or making use
of other modalities and thus not just relying on vision [9-11].
Referring to a review of 102 research projects in mobile learning [12], Göth [13]
argues that among the 38 projects where the learning activities are set in the physical
context, technology is too dominating in 28 of them (70%), In these projects the
smartphones require continuous attention and interaction from the students, leading
them to focus more on the smartphones than intended. This review of related research
work suggests that mobile technology as distraction rather than support is a problem
that is also noted by other researchers. However, with one exception the solutions
suggested are not elaborated. In the only exception, Göth, Frohberg, & Schwabe [7],
the evaluation of the follow-up study [14] resulted in only marginal improvements.

3

Method

In a previous study presented by Eliasson, et al., [15], interaction with smartphones
was evaluated. Results from the evaluation suggested a model of contextual humantechnology interaction (see Fig. 1). Building on the model, we design one condition
that uses QR codes and one condition that does not use QR codes. In line with Eliasson, et al., [15], our primary focus remains on interaction with mobile technology
rather than on assessment of learning with mobile technology.
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Fig. 1. Model of contextual human-technology interaction (left) and the model with modes of
interaction applied (right). The dashed line marks the two squares focused on.

The problem focused on in this paper can be mapped to the bottom two squares of the
model as can be seen in Fig. 1. Using the same argument as Buxton [16], the problem
is how to design transitions where students can switch between interacting with mobile technology in the foreground and background of human-environment interaction.
In our case this translates into how to design outdoor learning technology and lessons
to orient students towards task-relevant features.
The model of contextual human-computer interaction must be operationalized to
be meaningful in designing and analyzing specific learning designs. Arvola [17] express the design object of interaction design as interaction with, through and by means
of the interactive system. We operationalize the bottom two squares of the model of
contextual human-technology interaction as interacting through and interacting by
means of mobile technology. One example of interacting through mobile technology
is when students use smartphones for framing the physical environment when they
take photos of characteristics of tree species (see Fig. 1). One example of interacting
by means of mobile technology is when the task structure is given by smartphones
and the students interact directly with the physical environment, however they do this
in relation to mobile technology.
3.1

Study Setup

In mVisible, plants and trees are tagged with QR-codes, and when scanned with a
smartphone the code gives additional information on the characteristics of each species. The inquiry-based learning activity starts in the field. Each student scans a QR
code to initialize the smartphone to show a list of 5-7 available species in one of four
different areas in the forest behind the school. Each group of three students then go to
their “nature square”, an area of 10x10 meters. They arrive at their nature square,
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which has been prepared with QR codes for each species and red and white tape
markings in each corner. The task was designed to play out as follows: The students
use their smartphones individually to scan QR codes attached to each species to identify them and take photos of what is characteristic of each species. Compared to the
QR design, in the non-QR design the students identify the species by reading a description of the species on their smartphone and try to find a tree with the characteristics described in the text. Apart from the QR scanning functionality, the instructions
given and the smartphone functionality were the same in the two designs.
3.2

Participants, Data Collection and Analysis

Seven groups of three students and two groups of two students, 25 in total, took part
in the study. The students participated in the study as part of their biology curriculum.
They were from two fourth grade classes at the same school. Apart from which students were known to be able to work together and which students were not, the teachers used high heterogeneity as the basis for group formations. Six out of nine groups
had both female and male students. The teachers chose students for the groups to have
similar differences in prior knowledge on the subject in all seven groups.
Data from six of seven groups of three students was used for analysis. The primary data used for analysis was video from handheld video cameras following each
group in the field. In total 155 minutes of close-up video data was transcribed.
To compare how students interacted with the environment, we used two dimensions for measuring how the designs structure the learning activity in the QR design
and the non-QR design: Number of photos and Time searching for the species.
Number of photos we use as an indication of to what extent students interact with
the species and the characteristics of the species. From the data collected we use the
number of photos each student took from the nature squares for this dimension. Time
searching for the species we use as an indication of to what extent students interact
with the physical environment where the species grow. From the video recordings we
use the time the students need to go from one tree to the next for this dimension.

4

Discussion

The results are analyzed in relation to the model of contextual human-technology
interaction presented in Fig. 1. The analysis shows that students searched for the right
tree, corresponding to mobile technology in the background of human-environment
interaction, more in the non-QR design than in the QR design (see Table 1). The analysis also shows that students took more photos, corresponding to mobile technology
in the foreground of human-environment interaction, to a larger extent in the QR design than in the non-QR design.
In comparing the two designs we interpret that the students are mobile in and between contexts relevant for their learning goals to a larger extent in the QR design
than they are in the non-QR design.
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Table 1. Human-environment interaction: Number of photos and Time searching for the
species

HumanEnvironment
Interaction

Mobile Technology
in Foreground

Mobile Technology
in Background

Number of photos:
QR > Non-QR

Time searching for the species:
Non-QR > QR

The results show that the students took more photos in the QR design than in the nonQR design. In taking photos the students interact through mobile technology. The
results can then be interpreted as the students interact more through mobile technology in the QR design than in the non-QR design. In the model of contextual humantechnology interaction, taking photos is in the bottom left square. This square corresponds to mobile technology in the foreground of human-environment interaction.
The results also show that the students searched more for the species in the nonQR design than in the QR design. In searching for the species the students interact by
means of mobile technology. The results can then be interpreted as the students interact more by means of mobile technology in the non-QR design than in the QR design. In the model of contextual human-technology interaction, searching for the species is in the bottom right square. This square corresponds to mobile technology in the
background of human-environment interaction.
Interacting with the environment through mobile technology means that students
use smartphones as tools for interacting with the environment. Interacting with the
environment through tools can be used in learning design for structuring the inquiry
process. Finding the right tree is framed as scanning a QR code and identifying the
characteristics of a tree is framed as capturing or representing aspects of the tree with
the QR code in a few photos. Interacting with the environment by means of mobile
technology means that students interact directly with the environment. The smartphones (together with rules, norms and specific instructions) give a structure by presenting tasks. Interacting directly with the physical environment can be used in learning design for allowing students to explore natural phenomena first-hand.

5

Conclusion

To recapitulate, the research question that guided the study was: How can we use
mobile technology to support students in interacting with the physical environment in
outdoor lessons? The findings indicate that; If one goal of the learning design is that
students should use smartphones as a guide in exploring the natural world and to
make abstract relations in natural science visible, then use QR codes, or similar technology for connecting digital and physical contexts. If one goal of the learning design
is that students should explore the natural world more freely and establish relations
between natural science and the physical environment themselves, then do not use QR
codes, or similar technology for connecting digital and physical contexts.
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